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BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) ZENNER, husband and wife, ) case NO. f' , \) fi X- 
- 
Plaintiffs, 
1 
) 
) COMPLAINT 
VS. 1 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) ) K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
Defendants, 1 ) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their attorney ofrecord, Paul Thomas Clark, ofthe Law 
Offices of Clark and Feeney, and for a cause of action and claim for relief against the Defendants, complains, 
states, and alleges as follows: 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
1. This is an action to recover damages resulting from breach of contract. 
2. The Plaintiffs seek relief based on breach of contract. The Plaintiffs seek both actual and 
consequential damages. 
11. 
C O M P L m  1 
0 0 3 0 1  LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
, -.... 2- 
II times relevant were residing in Lewis County, Idaho. 2 
1 
I 4. The Defendants, Lance D. Holcomb and Jennifer K. Holcomb, at all times relevant were 3 
PARTIES 
3. The Plaintiffs, Bradley J. Zenner and Allason M. Zenner, are husband and wife, and at all 
ll doing business under the assumed business name of Holcomb Construction. The Defendants' address, 
I1 pursuant to the Certificate of Assumed Business named filed with the Secretary of the State ofIdaho is Rural 
I1 JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
6 
7 
I1 5 .  The location of the single family dwelling that the Defendants contracted with the Plaintiffs 
Route 2, Box 677, Grangevilie, Idaho County, Idaho. 
m. 
6. The amount in controversy exceeds the jurisdiction of the Magistrate's Division. 
N. 
lo 
l1 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
7. On June 19,2002, the Plaintiffs and the Defendants entered into a contract in which the 
to construct is located in Lewis County, Idaho. It is withing this Court's jurisdiction to hear and decide this 
matter. 
I Defendants contracted to construct a single family dwelling in conformity to plans drawn by Gerald A 
17 
18 1 for the Plaintiffs (see copy of contract attached os Exhihit A and incorporated herein). Pursuant to the 
l9 11 contract, the Defendants were to begin work on June 24, 2002, and the work was to be completed by 
20 I1 December 24,2002. Additionally the contract required that the Defendants, after the completion of the 
# dwelling, were to sign and execute an express "Builders Warranty" for the benefit of the Plaintiffs (see copy 
22 of Warranty form attached as Exhibit B and incorporated herein). I1 
0 1; 3 0 2 U W  OFStCEI OF CLARK AND FEENBY 
LEWISTON. IDAHO 83501 
v. 
STATEMENT OF CLAIMS 
I1 BREACH OF CONTRACT 
11 8. The contractrequired that the Defendants construct the dwellingpursuant to the plans drawn (1 by Gerald Arnzen dated March 28,2002. Numerous substantial and material discrepancies exist between 
5 the plans of the contract versus the actual dwelling constructed by the Defendants. These discrepancies were It 
6 11 noticed by the Plaintiffs throughout the construction process and expressly brought to the attention of the 
I1 Defendants. Some of the discrepancies include, but are not limited to the following: OSB was installed 
8 1 instead of plywood, all dormers were built shorter than specifications, a brow was not even built, eaves were 
9 11 not built at the same elevation, walls were built longer than specifications, the drain in the garage and 
1 drainage under the dwelling were not engineered correctly. 
l1 11 9. The Defendants have failed to complete work on the dwelling even though the Defendants 
l2 1 have been paid in full. The Plaintiffs provided the Defendants with a punch list of items that needed to be 
Il months after notification, the Defendants have failed and refused to complete these items. 15 
13 
14 
l6 II 10. Paragraph M of the General Conditions of the contract, requires that the Defendants, after 
completed. While the Defendant Lance Holcomb conceded that these items still needed to be finished, 
l7 Il completion of the work, to execute a "Builders Warranty." The Defendants have refused andlor failed to 
l8 I1 execute such contractually required warranty to the Plaintiffs. The Defendants have been paid in full for the 
VI. 
DAMAGES 
19 
20 
23 ll 11. As a direct and proximate result of the breach of contract by the Defendants, the 
construction of the Plaintiffs dwelling and the Defendants, after returning one time on June 19,2003, have 
refked to do any additional work on the dwelling. 
24 11 Plaintiffs have suffered actual damages. The exact nature, extent, and amount of such damages will be 
" 11 proven at trial. 
26 1) COMPLAINT 3 
LAW OFFICES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LRNISTON. IDAHO 88501 
12. As a direct and proximate result of the breach of contract by they Defendants, the 
Plaintiffs have suffered consequential damages. The exact nature, extent, and amount of such damages 
will be proven at trial. 
vn. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
13. In order to recover damages referred to above, it has been necessary for the Plaintiffs to 
employ Paul Thomas Clark of the Law Offices of Clark and Feeney, L~wiston, Idaho, to represent them 
in this action. The Defendants should be ordered to pay to the Plaintiffs an amount as and for reasonable 
attorney's fees as the Court seems just, and for costs necessarily incurred in prosecuting this action 
pursuant to LC. 12-120, 12-121. 
vm. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiffs respectfully pray for relief and judgment, order and decree of this 
court against the Defendants as follows: 
A. For actual damages together with prejudgment interest against the Defendants in amount 
to be proven at trial which exceeds the jurisdiction of the magistrate court; 
B. For consequential damages against the Defendant; 
C. For an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs necessarily incurred herein; and 
D. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
Dated This - ~ 4 % ~  of December, 2003. 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Paul Thomas Clark 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
U\W OFRCES OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON. IDAHO 83501 
2 1 BRADLEY I. ZENNER being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1 
The he is one of the above named Plaintiffs, that he has read the foregoing complaint, and the 
contents thereof and the facts stated therein are true to* best of his knowledge, information and belief. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before m / e, this= day of December, 2003. 
# (A3& - A 
. A . Notary Public in and for the State&aho 
Residing at Lewiston, therein. 
My commission expires: 4-Zb -&f 
0. 6. .G .' 
U\W DFFlCES OF 
0 9 3 0 5  CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISION. IDAHO 83501 
Dean Wullenwaber ISB #2506 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 452 
703 Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-8983 
Facsimile: (208) 743-9442 
FILED 
LEWIS CPUNTY DISTRICT COUW$ 
AT a, 30 O'CLOCK+ 
MAR 0 9 2004 
Attorney for Lance D. Holcomb and 
Jennifer K. Holcomb 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, husband and wife, ) Case No. CV 03-139 
Plaintiffs, 
1 
1 ANSWER AND DEMAND 
1 FOR JURY TRIAL 
v. 1 
) Fee Category: I. 1.a. 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER K. ) Filing Fee: $47.00 
HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
Lance D. Holcomb, through his attorney of record, Dean Wullenwaber, 
responds to plaintiffs' Complaint; and Jennifer K. Holcomb, "bough her attorney of record, 
Dean Wullenwaber, responds to plaintiffs' Complaint (Lance D. Holcomb and Jennifer K. 
Holcomb are referred to hereinafter as: "these answering defendants"), as follows: 
ANSWER 
These answering defendants deny the accuracy of the caption in the naming of 
ANSWER Page 1 of 5 
the "defendants." 
11. 
These answering defendants deny each and every allegation contained in 
plaintiffs' Complaint not specifically admitted herein. 
111. 
The paragraphs under the heading "I. INTRODUCTION," and the paragraphs 
under the heading "VIII. PRAYER FOR RELIEF," of plaintiffs' Complaint speak in terms 
of legal conclusions rather than in terms of factual allegations, and on that ground these 
answering defendants deny these paragraphs of plaintiffs' Complaint. 
IV. 
These answering defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 3 
and 5 of plaintiffs' Complaint. 
v. 
These answering defendants deny paragraphs 4,6,1l,  12 and 13 of plaintiffs' 
Complaint. 
13. 
As to paragraph 7 of plaintiffs' Complaint, these answering defendants admit 
that the plaintiffs and defendant Lance Holcomb entered into a contract in which defendant 
Lance Holcomb agreed to construct a dwelling in conformity with plans drawn by Gerald 
h e n ,  but these answering defendants deny the remaining allegations set out in paragraph 
7 of plaintiffs' Complaint. 
ANSWER Page 2 of 5 
VII. 
As to paragraph 8 of plaintiffs' Complaint, these answering defendants admit 
that the contract required defendant Lance Holcomb to construct the dwelling pursuant to 
plans drawn by Gerald Amen,  but these answering defendants deny the remaining 
allegations set out in paragraph 8 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
VIII. 
As to paragraph 9 of plaintiffs' Complaint, these answering defendants admit 
that plaintiffs provided defendant Lance Holcomb with a punch list of items, but these 
answering defendants deny the remaining allegations set out in paragraph 9 of plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
DC. 
As to paragraph 10 of plaintiffs' Complaint, these answering defendants admit 
that defendant Lance Holcomb has been paid in full for the construction, but these answering 
defendants deny the remaining allegations set out in paragraph 10 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
AFFIWTIVFJ DEFENSES 
I. 
These answering defendants are entitled to areduction in any damages that may 
be awarded against them in virtue of, and to the full extent of, any failure of plaintiffs to 
mitigate damages. This affirmative defense is pleaded in order not to waive it; after 
discovery has been completed and before a jury is impaneled, these answering defendants 
ANSWER Page 3 of 5 
may or may not amend this affirmative defense. 
11. 
These answering defendants are entitled to a set-off against plaintiffs' damages, 
if any, for the amount plaintiffs have been compensated by any other person, entity, 
corporation, insurance company or fund as a result of the damages alleged in plaintiffs' 
Complaint. Moreover, in the event that plaintiffs have received compensation from any other 
person, entity, corporation, insurance cmpany or fund which claims a subrogated intcrest 
in any amounts that plaintiffs have received or may receive as a result of the occurrence 
alleged in plaintiffs' Complaint, then plaintiffs have failed to join as real parties in interest 
any such person, entity, corporation, insurance company or fund as required by I.R.C.P. 
1 7(a). 
WHEREFORE, these answering defendants request that plaintiffs' Complaint 
be dismissed; that plaintiffs take nothing thereby; and that these answering defendants 
recover their costs and disbursements necessarily incurred herein, including reasonable 
attorney fees. 
DATED this 8" day of March, 2004. 
WULLENWABER LAW FIRM 
By: 
MAN WULLENWAT3ER 
Attorney for Lance D. Holcomb and 
Jennifer K. Holcomb 
ANSWER Page 4 of 5 0 0 9 0 9  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on the 8Ih day of March, 2004, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing by U. S. Mail, addressed to the following: 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
CLARK and FEENEY 
P.O. DRAWER 285 
LEWSTON, ID 83501 
ANSWER 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0 
Bradley Zenner and Allason Zenner, 
husband and wife 
1 ) Case No: CV- 
Plaintiffs, ) Verdict 
VS. 1 
Lance Holcomb and Jennifer Holcomb, 
1 
Defendants. 
) 
1 
We the jury, answer the questions submitted to us as follows: 
1. What is the total amount of damages that Bradley Zenner and Allason 
Zenner are entitled to recover because of Lance Holcomb's breach of 
contract? 
Answer: $ 5'b ODD 
Dated this & day of 6- 2007. 
Sam rc P& 
Presiding Juror 
@U 
Juror 
d-kLA 
Juror 
&& , w $ ?  
Juror c I " 
Juror 
Juror 
Juror 
Oct-18-2007 12:ZBpm From-IDAHO COI"'. " DlST COURT 12089832376 
I 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER md ALLASON M. ) 
~BMJBR, husband snd wife, 1 
1 
Cast No. CV 0360139 
LANCED. HOJXOMB and JENNIFER i 
K. H O W M B ,  d/b/a Holoomb Consbuction, 2 
lh fs  mattar havhrg come duty and qndarly for hid, the jury baring rendered its m i o t  w 
~ ~ ~ ~ e f c a ~ a n d l g o o d r s l u s e a ~ p a * ~ ~ ,  I 
" 
NOW, THEREFORE, rr IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED thcmtii~fi;, ~radlct; 
J. %XIW and A1188011 IvI. &merv do ham and recover from thv defendan@, h c c  D. Holcomb and 
Jemdfh K. H~icwib, W a  Holcomb C o m o o ,  ttro nnn of $ 4 0 ~ ~ 0 0  with inkw thereon at the 
Plaintiffs wsts and attorney he. 
Ei1/08/2008 12: 35 2084765159 
i F. CLW CO 
! ::' 
' j , . DOCMETED , ! ; 
i ( 
: i J~~ 08 2008 
i 
! 
IN THfi DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUPICIAL DISTRICT OF T 
STATE Of IDAHO, M AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LBWIS j :  
t 
!: 
BRADLEY AND ALLASON ZENNJ3RR, B 
Husband and Wife, 
Plaintiffs, 1 CaseNo.: CV-03-139 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION AM) ORDER 
LANCE AND JENNIIFER HOLCOMFi 1 
Husband and Wife, 
Defendants. 
This case comes before me after a ten day jury trial on the motion by Bradley and 
Allason Zemer for lawyer's fws and costs 
I. FACTS 
On June 19,2002, the Zemers contracted with lance Hol~omb to build a house for 
them on their property near Nezper~e in Lewis County. The house had been designed by 
G*angwille architect Cretald Anvm 
Paragraph 20 of the Constmction Contract between tbe Zemm and M*. Holwmb 
provides: ''Attorney's Fees. Should any kind of p r d i g  including litigation or 
arbitration be necessary to enforce the provisions of this agreement the prevaiSlg party 
shall be entitled to h v e  it's [sic] attorney's fees and costs paid by the other pmty." 
ARet the constsuction was completed tbe Z e m s  made a i i t  of several itcms that 
were defective or remained undone. Mr. Holcornb came to the house several months 
after the oomtruction and addressed a few nf the items on the Z a e r s '  list. S e v d  
items, however, remained unresolved including some deviations from the architectural 
p l w  and water wflection under the house. Mr. Zemer made rnpeatcd calls to Mr. 
Holcomb regarding these items, but they were never fixed or completed. 
Order 1 0 0 3 1 4  
CLW CO PAGE 03 
Mr. Zenner paid Mr. Holcomb the full contract price despite the defects because M*. 
Holcomb threatened Mr. Zenner that if he did not pay the full wntract price he would tie 
up the property with liens. Once Mr. Zenner realized Mr. Holcomb would not voluntarily 
fix the defects, he had to decide whether to live with a defectively constructed home or to 
file a lawsuit. Mr. Zemer picked the latter approach. He hired lawyer Tom Clark on an 
hourly basis and filed a compliant for damages on December 29,2003. 
Both parties undertook fairly extensive discovery. They tried mediating the dispute 
but were unsuccessful. On August 22,2007, Lance Holcomb offered judgment for 
$25,000 and on September 11,2007 he raised it to $35,000. By that time the Zenners had 
incwred lawyer's fees in excess of$46,000. Trial smted on October 1,2007 and lasted 
ten days. The Zenners sought damages of $120,000. The jury awardad them $40,000. 
The evidence at trial was complex because of the myriad aspects of home 
construction that were at issue. Both lawyers were prepared and professional. They had 
agreed to the admission of most of the exbibits. The trial went much quicker than it 
0th- would have because Mr. Clark put most of both parties' exhibits on a 
powexpoint. He also compiled hard copies of all the exhibits into binders for quick 
reference. As a result of these prepaxations there was little or no delay in showing the 
jury the exhibits. The &ythm of th4 trial remained intact despite the extraord'iary 
number of exhibits. Given the oomplcxity of the case, it is not apparent how the trial 
wuld have been tried any more quickly or efficiently. 
The Zenncrs are requesting $106,049.29 in lawyer's fees, $8,075.12 in total costs 
as a matter of right, and $6,140.52 in discdonaty costs. Lawyer's fees and costs we= 
sought in the complaint and were verified by affidavit 
Order 2 
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Mr. Holcamb does not dispute that the time and expenses, as adjusted, were 
devoted to the prosecution of the Zenners' case. He does question whether or not the 
Zennem were the prevailing party. He posits that the $120,000 sought by the Zennen, 
the $44000 verdict, and his $35,000 offer ofjudgment place that in doubt. Mr. Holcomb 
also contends that more time than necessary was spent on the case and that thc hourly 
rates charged exceeded the local norm. 
The Zenners contend that the fees and costs are reasonable, but Ulat even if they 
are no& Wt Mr. Holcomb is obliged to pay them because he contracted to do so. 
11. ISSUES 
1. Are the Zenners the ptev@hg party? 
2. Arc the lawyer's fees Mr. Holcomb agreed to pay subject to judicial modification 
based on a reasonabIenws standard? 
3. If the fees ate subject to moditication, an: they reasonable, and ifnot, what sum 
wodd be reasonable? 
ax. PrSCUSSION 
The contract between the Zmners and Mr. Holoomb does not define "prwdhg 
party." Those terms are defined by Civil Ruie 54(d)(l)(E). Its cn'teria pennit me to 
consider the verdict in comparison with the amount sought and to apportion fees betwcen 
the paaies if in my discretion I Wink would be fair and equitable. 
Despite the fact that Civil Rule 68 provides that arr unaccepted offer of judgment is 
"deemed withdrawn and evidence thereof is not admissible except in a proceeding to 
determine costs," Mr. Holcomb sled the offers of judgment before trial and both p d e s  
argued its amount as consideration ofwhether or not the Zannms were the prevaiIing 
Order 3 
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parties. Since the contract provides that the award of lawyer's fees and costs depends on 
who is the prevailing party, 1 conclude that it is  proper to consider the offers of judgtncnt 
for that purpose. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 68 p&ts a defendant to offm a judgment to the 
plainwthat includes "any attorney's fees awardable under Rule 54(e)(I) and any costs 
awardable under Rule 54(d)(l) which have accrued up to the date of the offer of 
judgment." Ifthe offer is  more than the verdict and the accrued lawyer's fees and costs at 
the time of the offer. then the plaintiff must pay the lawyer" fees and costs that accrue 
after tbe offer, 
Mr. Holcomb notes that the h n e r s  sought 5120,000 in darqages and they received 
onc-thini o f b t  amaunt Given that disparity and the fact that his offer of judgmeot was 
within $5,000 ofthe verdict, he argues that he was the prevailing p-. 
The Z e m  argue that if Mr. Holcomb%s offer ofjudgment had been made at the 
W n i n g  ofthe lawsuit it would have covexed their lawyer's fees and the repairs. n a b  
they argue, is a far different offer thaa one made almost four years after the house was 
built and just three weeks before Mal that would not have cwercd their lawyer's fees and 
would have left no money to pay for repairs. 
The Zenners had a dilemma. They could take their losses or they could insist on 
getting the house they had mntracted for. Mr. Holwmb had made it clear he was not 
going to voIuntarily make my more repaixs. In that context, the decision to hire a lawyer 
was one forced on the Zenners by his refusal to deal with them directly. The decision to 
refuse to try to amicably settle the dispute without lawyers was done with the knowledge 
that the conttact would require one ofthe parties to pay two sets of lawyer's fecs if the 
CLW CO PAGE 06 
dispute was turned over to lawyers. The decision was also made with the knowledge that 
the longer the case went, the more the lawyer's fees and costs would accrue. 
Unable to resolve the dispute between themselves by mediation the Zenners' lawyer 
had no choice but to continue to prepare for M. Some cases that involve a lot of money 
are fairly simple to try. Others do not involve as much money but am diRcult to try. 
This case was one ofthe latter. Mr. Clark had an ethical obIigation to zedougly represem 
his client to get the best result he cod& See IDAHO RULES OF PROEESSIONAL CONDUCT, 
PREAMBLE: A LAWYER'S R E S P O N S ~ B ~ Z T Y  72. 
The decision of whether or not the Zenners are the prevailing parties is reposed in 
my sound discretion. Rule 54(d)(l)@); Racket v. HomeguardSys., 105 Idaho 158,161 
(Ct. App. 1983). 1x1 exercising that discretion I consider whether or not the jury decided 
in the Zenaers' favor, how the jury award campared to what was sougbt, what other 
damages were reccvergble in addition to the jury award, the extent to which the M e r s  
had a choice in proceeding to trial, aad what is fair considering all of these factors. 
There is no quesiion that the Zenners m e r e d .  Mr. Holcomb initially did not 
want to pay anythiig for xepairs. He wgued for minimal damages at trial. A Rule 68 
offer of judgment includes lawyer's &es md costs awardable pursuant to Rule We). I 
conclude below that Rule 54(e) does not apply because the contract does not contemplate 
it. But since the contract required the non-prevailing party to pay the lawyer's fees of the 
prevail& patty i t was foreseeable that lawyer's fees would be recoverable under the 
contract, either by motion if there was no dispute about what the fees and costs w c ,  or 
by a futther proceeding if the amounts of the fees and costs incurred w m  disputed. 
Order 5 
Mr. Holcomb's o m  lawyer's fees e d e d  $54,000 after trial. Given that as a 
meam,  Mr. Holwmb's offer of judgment of $35,000 just befofe trial reflects a 
continuing view by him that only minimal damages would be recovered. The trial verdict 
of foay thousmd dollars is not a minimal m a y ,  especially knowing that the contract 
provides for lawyet's fees and costs in addition to any recovery. 
Mr. Holcomb lcft the Zenners with no choice but to enforce the wntract that included 
the lawyer's fees provision. As discussed below, the contract contemplated tltat the 
prevailing party wotxld walk amy  from litigating thc contract at no wsts to himself. The 
contract compels me to considet foreseeable lawyer's fees involved in four years of 
litigation and a ten day trial. that the parties contracted would be paid in a suit involving 
enforcement of the contract in decidiag who prevailed. I: am comfortable in concluding 
that tbe Zenners prevailed at trial. 
I now turn the issue of whether the Zennets me entitled to the actual amount of 
lawyer's incurred or whether this amount is subject to judiciat modification. Rule 
54(e)(l) provides in part &it '4he court may award reasonable attorney fees . . . to the 
prevailing party or parties as deftned in Rule 54(d)(l)(B), when provided for by any 
statute or contfact." (emphasis added). Then Rule 54(e)(3) provides oriteria for 
determining wfiat amount of lawyer's fees is reasonable. 
The Zenncrs do not need to rely on Idaho Code section 12120(3) or Rule 5qe) for 
their right to recover ]awyer's fees because Mr. Holcomb agreed in his Construction 
Contract with the Zemm to pay the Zenne~' lawyer's fees if they p~evailed in litigation 
over the contract. There & no codition in the Construction Contract limiting those fees 
and casts to what is rcasonablc. 
Order 6 
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The purpose of any commercial. contract is to allocate duties and risks. One of the 
objectives of the Zenners' contract with Mr. Holcomb was to allocate the risk of lawyer's 
fees and costs should a dispute over the contract arise. There is no public policy in Idaho 
agolinst allocating the risk of lawyers fees in a contract In fact the legislalure allows 
lawyer's fees in commercial disputes wen when they are not conbacted for. See Idaho 
Code 8 12120(3). Thus there is no policy reason for not enforcing the Zenners' and Mr. 
Holcamb's contract provision allocating the hesk of lawyer's fees. 
Persons are entitled to contract for anything that is legal. Unless there is 
ovex~eaching, fraud or a maxked disparity in bargainjng power, the courts will either 
enfom a amtract or award damages for its breach. See Wall v. Basin Mining Co., 16 
Idaho 313,335 (1909) ('Courts ate organhed to enfom contmcts as made, unless they 
contravene good morals or public policy."); General Motors Acceptance Corp v. Turner 
Ins. Ageflcy, kc., 96 Idaho 691,695 (1975) ("A coneact will be &onxd where the terms 
of the agreement art? clear and definite and Ehe w a i n  is supported by consideration.") 
There was no evidence ofdiqalty in ba-g power, fraud, or ovecreachbg in tbis 
case. I am consquentiy obliged to enforce the term of the contract. X +am therefore, to 
the meaning of the contract's language and whether it pvides for the amount of 
lawyer's fees actually incurred or for the amount of lawyer's fees deemed reasonable by a 
court. 
It is well-settled law that courts are not permitted to add terms to a contract. 
Unless ambiguous, a comct  must be interpreted according to the pi& meaning of its 
terms. Opportunity, L.Z.C. v. Osserwarde, 136 Idabo 602,605, (2002) (citing Idaho v. 
I Hosey, 134 Idaho 883,886 (2000)). 1 view constwing a wntract akin to c o n s m g  a 
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statutc. Absent xnistake or o v m e a c w  the contract should be consirxed according to 
the plain meaning of its t m s  in the context of the entire contract. Twin Lakes Village 
Properly Ass'n v. CrowIey, 124 Idaho 132,135 (1993). In order to ascertain the 
intentiom of the contracting parties the contract must be corx&med as a whole and 
consided in its entirety. Canyon View Irrigation Co, v. Twin Falls Canal CO., 101 
Idaho 604,612 (1980), cert. denied, 45 U.S. 1912 (1981) (The intent of the parties 
should ifpossible, be asceMed fmm the language of the documeiits."). 
Thm is nothiig ambiguous about the Zenners and Mr. Holwmb's contmctual 
term regarding attarney fees: "the prevailing party shall be entitled to have it's [sic] 
attorney's fees and costs paid by the othex my." Convtruction Contract at 3,q 20. It is 
not my province to consider evidence that would "contradict, wuy, add to or subtract 
from the terms of the unambiguous agreementn Mmer of the &me of Kirk 127 Idaho 
817,824 ((199s). Even ifthere were an ambiguity I wodd have to construe it against Mr. 
Holcomb's interest because it was his contract Wfn ofMtckignn, inc v. Yrekrr Unfted 
In., 137 Idaho 747,751 (2002) ("[me consme the contra& most strongly against the 
party who prepared the wntract"). 
A fair reading of the plain meaning of the contract persuades me thrrt it contemplated 
that the prevaiYing party would wak away &om the courthouse at no cost to himself. 
That is how the unconditional lawyer's fees provision allocated the risk. TO decide 
otherwise would put the prevailing party at the risk o f  not prevailing et all if the lawyer's 
and costs he had to pay his own lawyer equaled or exceeded the recovery. That would 
defeat the core purpose of the provision. 
Order 8 
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Even though the plain meaning of the lawyer's fee provision is unambiguous, Mr. 
Holcomb argues that it should be tempered by Rule 54(e). Specifically, Mr. Hotcomb 
ask$ me to apply the Civil Rule 54(e) (3) reasonabiemss standards to the contract wen 
though the wnnact Wf does not provide for reasonable attorney fees, 
Idaho precedent regarding the interglay between Rule 54(@ and a contfact providing 
for lawyer's fees is, at best, confusing. Nevertheless, I ~onclude that what scant 
p d e n t  there is establishes that the court is petmitted to apply Rule 54(e) only to the 
extent that doing so is implicit in or is specifically invoked by the parties' c o n m .  In 
Bank of Idaho v. Colley, 103 Idaho 320 (I 982)' for example, the court of appeah hetd 
that a trial court could not apply the discretionary factors of Rule 54(e) (1) to determine 
whether or not to award lawyer's fees because doing so would contravene the pwties' 
Contract *ch explicitly entitled the prevailing puty to sn a d  ofa%bmey fees. 'Xhe 
court explained: 
The bank's claim for a m e y  fees is based upon a contract, not upon 
the discretionary power to grant attomey fees under LC. 4 12-121. The 
provision for attomey fees in the guaranty m a t  is b r d  and 
unconditional. The more restrictive criteria set fortb in Rule 54(c) (I), for 
,dctennining entitlement to an award of attorney fees under X.C. 5 12-121, 
are not applicable here. We conclude that the case should be remanded to 
PAGE 10 
the district court with direction to award a reasonable fw. 
Bank ofIdaho, 103 Idaho at 326. The trial judgc had no choice but to award lawyer's 
fees because the parties' guamty provided for them. 
Order 9 
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The Colley case clearly establishes that a contraot trumps the discretionary criteria of 
Rule 54(e) (1) regarding the right to recover lawyer's fees and costs. The q d o n  in this 
casc is whether a parties' contract similatly trumps the reasonableness criteria laid out in 
Rde 5qe) (3) in determining what those fees and costs should be. Stated mother way, 
the issue is whether or not a trial judge has discretion to impose the reasonablenefis 
criteria of Rule 54(e)(C) upon a contract that does not explicitly or implicitly provide for 
them. 
In Letfunick v. Luttinich, 141 Idaho 425,435 (2005) the Supreme Court assm& 
without discussing the issue, that a trial judge was obliged to impose the reasonableness 
standards even wben the patties' w n W  failed to Smit the award of lawyer's fees to 
what was reasonable. Itl Lettmi& tbc parties' contract provided that, "In the event of 
any legal action to enforce the terms ofthis d e m e n t  agreement, the prevaifing partg. 
shall be entitled to an awurd of costs, including attorney fees!' id (emphasis added). 
After a c k n o w l ~ g  that p d e s  can allocate the risk of litigation costs, the court opined, 
"Rule 54 provides the criteria courts must consider in amding attamey's fees." Id It 
rcmanded the case back to the trial. court so it could award lawyer's fees based upon the 
reasonableness criteria. 
The contract provision in Lettunich is quite different from the lawyer's fees provision 
in the contract between the Zenners aad Mr. Holcomb which provided that the prevailing 
party is "entitled to have it's [sic] attorney's fees paid by the other party." In Letnrnich 
thc contract provision implicitly invoked the court's participation in deciding what the 
lawyer's fees should be because the prevailing party was entitfed to an award- which 
must be made by the court--of costs which included lawyer's fees. In contrsst to the 
Order 10 
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contract in Lettunich, t h e  is nothing in the Zenners' contract with Mr. Nolcomb that 
similarly invokes thc court's participation in deciding what the lawyer's fees should be. 
The contract between the Zenners and Mr. Holcomb simply entitles the prevailing party 
to have its lawyer's fees paid by the other party. It does not mention an award oP costs 
which would implicitly invoke court rules that provide for the a m d  ofcosts, which 
include lawyer's fees. 
Men court patticipation in an "award of costs, incIuding attorney &es," is implicitly 
invoked, as in Lultentch, it makes sense that the court should apply the Rule 54(e)(3) 
reasoaableness factors to determine the amount of the award. On the other hand, if a 
contract does not invoke court participation in determining the amount of lawyer's fees, 
the court has no basis to alter the contract by applying the Rule 54(e)(3) factors. I 
therefore conclude that Lethrnich is not precedent for applying Rule 54 cxilmia to a 
contract that neither explicitly nor implicitly invokes their application. 
I seriously doubt that the Supreme Court intended Rule 54 to interfere with, as 
.distinguished from complement, w n t r m  between private @w regarding thc 
allocation ofrisk. That approach would not comport with its zealous protection of the 
freedom of contract which it described as "a fundamental concept underfying the law of 
contracts 4 an essential element of the free enterprilic system." Rawlings v. Layne & 
Bowler Pump Co., 93 Idaho 496,497-500 (1970) (upho1ding an exculpatory provision in 
a sales contract). 
Based on these factors I conclude that the Supreme Court did not intend to impose a 
reuonableness standard on a contract where none was conttacted for. Rather it intended 
for Civil Rule 54(e)(l) to allow, md for Civil Rule 54(e)(3) to provide, standards for 
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determining what is reasonable only when wurt involvement is contemplated as a 
component of the contract. 
Based on all these factors X conclude that the Zenners rue entitled to their actual 
lawyer's fees and costs. In doing so I am cognizant ofthe disparity between the recovery 
and the fees and costs. While I do not reach the issue ofwhether or not the fces and costs 
arc reasonable, it is worth noting that it took four years of litigation for the Zenners to get 
relief from what Mr. Holcomb ult'mately admitted was a defective job. It is not apparent 
what other means might have been employed for them to get relief. Mr. Holcomb drafted 
the contract that awarded lawyer's fees to the prevailing party. He refused to discuss 
further repairs until lawyers were involved. He knew the risk he assumed by p d i n g  
to trial. The mount of lawyer's fees and cow incurred by the ZRnners are not in dispute. 
The Zenners are entitled to the benefit of their bargain. 
N. CONCLUSION 
1. The Zenners are the prevailing party. 
2. The Zenners are eititled to their actual lawyer's fws and costs. 
v. ORDER 
The Zenners' motion for actual lawyer's fees and costs is ORANTED. The Zenners' 
counsel s W  prepare a judgment consistent with this decision within ten days of today's 
date. 
IT IS SO ORDERED, this the 8th 
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LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) 
K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
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DefendantsIAppellants ) 
TO: Plaintiffs, BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ZEMVER, and your 
attorney, PAUL THOMAS CLARK. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Defendant's, LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER K. 
HOLCOMB, dlbla HOLCOMB CONSTRUCTION appeal against the above named 
respondents, BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ZENNER to the Idaho Supreme 
Court ftom the 2nd Judicial District Court, the Amended Judgment on Verdict entered by 
I Honorable Judge Bradbury on January 11,2008. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
2 That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or 
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
Rule 1 l(a)(2) I.A.R. 
3 A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant intends to assert 
in the appeal; 
a. The Trial Court's award of attorney fees and costs as set out in the Amended 
Judgment on Verdict on January 11,2008. 
b. Such other issues that may be asserted by the Appellant. 
4. A reporter's transcript of the Hearing on Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees held on 
November 21,2007 is requested. 
5. The appellant requests the entirety of the Clerk's record pursuant to Rule 28 I.A.R. be 
provided and included in the record on appeal. 
6. I certify: 
a) That the Notice of Appeal has been sewed on the Respondent. 
b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript in connection with the appeal f?om 
District Court to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d) That the appellate filing fee is paid with the filing of this Notice of 
Appearance. 
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be sewed pursuant to 
Rule 20 I.A.R. 
DATED this 22 day of February 2008. &t@ 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE S T A E  OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, ) Case No. CV 03-000139 
1 
Plaintiffs, 1 
v. 
1 
) OBJECTION TO FORM OF 
) JUDGMENT ON VERDICT 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENMFER ) 
K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
1 
Defendants. 1 
1 
COMES NOW the Defendants, Lance and Jennifer Holcomb by and through their 
attorney of record, Edwin L. Litteneker and hereby objects to the form of the Judgment on 
Verdict submitted by the Plaintiffs based upon the following: 
. . 
1. The verdict form contains the following ,language Yogether with the Plaintiffs cost 
and attorney fees." This language is inconsistent with the provisions of Idaho Civil 
Procedure 54(d)(l)(B) and 54(d)(l)(F) and 54(e)(l). Any award of costs and attorney 
fees pursuant to rule have not been approved by the court. 
OBJECTION TO FORM OF 
JUDGMENT ON VERDICT I 8 F 0 0 0  
2. The Defendants submit this objection and requests that the court enter Judgment on 
Verdict without mentioning an award of attorney costs and fees, reserving the issue of 
attorney's costs and fees until such time as a request of an award of attorney costs and 
fees is before the court. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this day of October, 2007. , 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney for Defendants 
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
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And deposited in the United States 
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- Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
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To: Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney 
P.O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
On this _l8 day of October 2007. 
&fW 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
OBJECTION TO FORM OF 
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&w& County Distn'ct CC .I, 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
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Attorney for Plaintiffs 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
13& and Main Streets 
P.O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-9516 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, husband and wife, ) Case No. CV 03-00139 
1 
Plaintiffs, 1 
1 MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
VS. 1 AND AJ?FIDAVIT OF AlTORNEY 
) FEES 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) 
K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
) 
Defendants, 1 
COMES NOW the plaintiff in the above-entitled action and make this Memorandum of 
Costs expended in the above entitled action and Affidavit of Attorney Fees as follows: 
COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
54(dI(l)(CXl) Filing Fees: 
Filing Fee (Complaint) ................................................ $77.00 
54(d)(l)(CM2) Fees for Service: I 
Service fee (Complaint) .................................... $20.00 
Service fee 1 1/07;06 ( h o e n a  - Ed Poxleitnerlsheriff ID County) $30.00 
Service fee 11/07/06 (Subpoena - Ed WemhoWSheriff ID Countv) . $30.00 
7 ,  
. . .  Service fee 11/07/06 (subpoena - Ty ReuterlSheriff ID County) $30.00 
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Service fee 11/07/06 (Subpoena - Gerald ArmenlSheriff ID County). $30.00 
Service fee 11/07/06 (Subpoena - Scott JungerVSheriff ID County). $30.00 
Service fee 11/07/06 (Subpoena - Jim ZennerISheriff W County). . $30.00 
Service fee 12/04/06 (Subpoena - Dale FletchertSheriff CW County). $20.00 
Service fee 12/04/06 (Subpoena - Jerry HaIUSheriff CW County). . $20.00 
Service fee 10/01/07 (Subpoena - Steve MesheshnecMNP County). $40.00 
. . . . . . . .  Service fee 10/01/07 (Subpoena - Jeny HalltGene Reno). $60.00 
. . .  Service fee 10/01/07 (Subpoena - Eric HasenoehrlIGene Reno). $40.00 
...... Service fee 10/01/07 (Subpoena - Terry RuddIGene Reno). $40.00 
Service fee 10/02/07 (Subpoena - Dale FletcherISheriff CW County) $40.00 
..... Service fee 10/02/07 (Subpoena -Jim ZennerILewis County) $40.00 
Service fee 10/16/07 (Subpoena - Gerald Amen & Ed Poxleitner 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ed Wemhoff7D County) $50.00 
....................................... Total Sewicc Fees.. $550.00 
54(d)(l)(C)(4) Witness Travel Expenses: 
................ Terry Rudd (120 miles round trip x 2 trips @ 306 per mile) $72.00 
/ 54(d)il)(C)(6) Costs of Photoeraohs & 
Other Exhibits Not to Exceed $500: 
Photocopies: 
433 copies per set of Plaintiffs Exhibits 
18 sets of exhibits -
7,794 copies @ 25 6 per copy = $1,948.50 (SeeExhibii "A") . $500.00 
Subtotal for Exhibit Costs .................................. $500.00 
54(d)(l_)(C)(8) Exoert Witness Fees 
mot to Exceed $2.000 oer witnesQ 
Terry Rudd - Appraiser ................................. $2,000.00 
Jerry Hall - Better Built Homes ............................ $480.00 
Dale Fletcher - Building Inspector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,532.00 
.. Gerald Amen - Architect ................................ $445.00 
Edward Wemhoff - Tri-Builders ............................ $60.00 
................................. Total Expert Witness Fees $4,517.00 
54(d)(l)(C)(9) Cost of Reportino Deaositions: 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY FEES -2- 
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L A W  OOFnCE5 OF 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
................... Deposition of Brad Zenner (taken 9/18/06) $221.20 
................... Deposition of Brad Zenner (taken 1/26/07) $1 83.40 
Deposition of Josh Kreyssler (taken 2/22/07) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $439.30 
Deposition of Lance Holcomb (taken 6/29-30107. ............ $1,232.00 
.. Deposition of Ben ShowlterIFarm Credit Services (taken 9/4/07). 37.00 
I Deposition of of Dale FletcherISteve Mesheshneck (taken 911 1/07). $1 37.00 Deposition of Josh Kreyssler (taken 9/13/07) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  72.12 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Deposition of Josh Kreyssler (taken 9/13/07) Video 37.10 
Total .................................................. $2,359.12 
....................... TOTAL COSTS AS A MATER OF RIGHT $8.075.12 
DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
Westlaw Charges ................................................ $657.68 
Terry Rudd Appraisal Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,405.00 
Remainder of Photocopies of Exhibits ($1,948.50 - $500) ............... $1,448.50 
Demonstrative Exhibits (enlargements of blueprints) ..................... $83.24 
Foamcore Board (Wings) ........................................... $56.98 
Copies of VHS Tapes (Jeda Productions) .............................. $20.00 
Copy VHS tapes to DVDs & copy .................................... $32.00 
Binders for Exhibits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $525.42 --, 
/. Index Dividers .................................................. $91 1.70 
....................... TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS $6,140.52 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Plaintiff Zenners is entitled to attorney fees pursuant to Paragraph 20 of the Contract 
(Exhibit 10) between the parties as follows: 
20. Attorney's fees. Should any kind of proceeding including litigation or arbitration 
be necessary to enforce the provisions of this agreement the prevailing party shall 
be entitled to have it's attorney's fees and costs paid by the other party. 
Also, Idaho Code $12-120 provides the following: 
. . 
(3) In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill, 
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of 
goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless 
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable 
attorney's fees to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. 
LAW OFFlCES OF 
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The term "commercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except 
transactions for personal or household purposes. The term "party" is defined to 
mean any person, partnership, corporation, association, private organization, the 
state of Idaho or political subdivision thereof. 
(5) In all instances where a party is entitled to reasonable attorney's fees and 
costs under subsection (I), (2), (3) or (4) of this section, such party shall 
also be entitled to reasonable post judgment attorney's fees and costs 
incurredinattempting to collect on the judgment. Such attorney's fees and 
costs shall be set by the court following the filing of a memorandum of 
attorney's fees and costs with notice to all parties and hearing. 
Plaintiff Zenners is entitled to a reasonable attorney fees and thatthe attorney fees are taxed 
as costs, and therefore are made a part of this cost bill. The agreement between the undersigned 
and the Plaintiffs provided that the Plaintiffs would be chargedonan hourly basis for their attorney 
fees in this matter. The Plaintiffs have been billed on a monthly basis for all attorney fees. 
In addition to attorney fees, the Plaintiffs were responsible for any out-of-pocket costs 
incurred by this office. There have been substantial out-of-pockets costs incurred by the Zenners 
that are not included with the costs allowable pursuant to Rule 54(d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. These costs include, but are not limited to, the following: 
Photocopies (other than exhibits for trial) ............................ $1,098.25 
Color Copies (photographs, charts other than exhibits for trial) . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,721 .OO 
Long Distance ..................................................... 7.43 
Postage ......................................................... 125.19 
Facsimile Transmission ............................................ 335.00 
Mileage for Attorneysfstaff for Depositions~Trial ....................... 1,344.21 
Mediation Cost - George Reinhardt, Mediator .......................... 864.57 
Total .................................................. $5.495.65 
. . That the sum of $107,239.29 is reasonable to be awarded as said Plaintiffs attorney fees 
to be taxed as costs based upon the time, work, expertise and services involved. That Exhibit "B" 
attached hereto, and made a part hereof by reference shows most of the Plaintiffs attorneys' 
services rendered on or near the dates shown; that all services shown on said Exhibit "B" were 
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reasonable and necessary; that Plaintiffs attorneys have expended at least 780.08 hours based upon 
ll the time shown on said Exhibit "A"; the following attorneys have worked on the case as indicated I1 by timekeeper code on the attached Detailed Fee Transaction File List marked Exhibit "B": 
01 Paul Thomas Clark Attorney $195 to $235 
3 3' John Mitchell - Intern Intern/Attorney $60 
35 William J. Carr Attorney $125 to $140 
38 John C. Mitchell Attorney $120 to $160 
11,25,37 Paralegal $75 to $80 
3 
4 
8 W  That the hourly rates charged for legal services above mentioned are reasonable and were 
Name of Person 
Timekeeper Performing Work Position Hourlv Rate 
l1 R basis as work was performed. 
9 
10 
l2 It That the undersigned is an attomey who has been licensed to practice and has practiced in 
necessary for the defense of this case. The Plaintiff was billed at said hourly rates on a monthly 
13 ( Idaho since 1970. The undersigned is familiar with the normal charges for work done in cases of 
l4 // this nature. It is the opinion of the undersigned that the sum of $107,239.29 is a reasonable 
18 11 CLARK AND FEENEY 
15 
16 
17 
By: 
attorney fee to be awarded in this matter. 
DATED this &day of October, 2007. 
A orney for plaintiffs tt 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Nez Perce 1 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
That he is the attorney for the plaintiffs herein; that he has read the foregoing instrument, 
knows the contents thereof and the facts stated therein are to the best of his knowledge, 
information &d belief, and that the costs claimed are in conformance with the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on of October, 2007, I caused to be sewed a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing doc ethod indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
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Edwh L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 321 
322 Main St. 
kwiston, m 83501 
, 
d U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
0 Overnight Mail 
• Telecopy 
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Pressure Treated Lumber. Code Violation 
Photograph of Bottom Piece of Siding Loose all Around House 
Photograph of West Entry Wall Raised off Floor 118 Inch. Pony Walls Need Shimme 
Floor Up 
Photograph of West Entry Wall Raised off Floor 118 Inch. Pony Walls Need Shimmet 
Floor Up 
Photograph of Remove Exposed Temporary Water Line that Lance Dug out of Grouna 
tried to Ditch the Water Away on the East Side of the House 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
r /  
V' 
V 
J 
093:i:? 
(/ 
V' 
V' 
J 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Photograph of Porch Face Boards Screws Broken and Boards Coming Off 
Photograph of Porch Face Boards Screws Broken and Boards Coming Off 
Photograph of Gaps in Siding on West Side of House Exposing Particle Board. Code \. 
Photonrauh of Gaps in Siding on West Side of House Exoosing Particle Board. Code \ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Photograph of Gaps in Siding on West Side of House Exposing Particle Board. Code \ 
Photograph of Gap above Siding Above Garage Doors with Particle Board Exposed. C 
Violation 
Photograph of North Garage Man Doorknob Loose, Sticky, Hard to Lock and Unlock. 
Door we use All the Time. This has Been This Way Since we Moved In 
Photograph of Silicone Smeared on Bottom of South Living Room Door 
- 
Ex Adm 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
Deny Date 
J 
J 
*r 
J 
4 
J 
J 
J 
J 
207 
#pgs  Description of Exhibit 
J 
J 
J 
208 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
b' 
209 
210 
- - 
Photograph of Top of East Porch Column Broke 
Photograph of Gap West Side of Big Garage Door Trim 
Photograph of Crack Upper Right Hand Comer Outside Living Room Door Trim 
Photograph of Cracks Outside Bay Window on Siding Trim 
Photograph of Cracks Outside Bay Window on Siding Trim 
Photograph of Holes Where Phone Wires Go into House East Side of Exterior Offict 
Photograph of Loose Shingle above North Side of Garage Door 
Photograph of Loose Shingle above North Side of Garage Door 
Photoxrauh of Nail Exnosed on Roof 
1 
1 
1 
J 
211 
- ----- 
Photograph of Porch Frame Board Broke West Side of Porch, Right Side of West Ste 
Side of this Board was Never Secured to Anything. 
Northwest Comer of Porch. No Pressure Treated Lumber used on Porch Framing, Ex 
Elements. Code Violation 
Photograph of Right Side of West Porch Steps. Porch Frame Boards Touching Dirt at 
Pressure Treated Wood. Code Violation 
I 
J 
J 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
Photograph of Construction Phase of Porch Framing, no Pressure Treated Wood 
1 
*r 
Photograph ofNails not Filled in on Garage Man Door Trim and on Big Garage Door 
HHH-1 Shows Poor Caulk Job 
1 
1 
b' 
J 
J 
. . 
J 
J 
(/ 
J 
Photograph of Nails not Filled in on Garage Man Door Trim and on Big Garage Door ' 
HHH-I Shows Poor Caulk Job 
Photograph ofNails not Filled in on Garage Man Door Trim and on Big Garage Door ; 
HtM-I Shows Poor Caulk Job 
1 Photograph of Nails not Filled in on Garage Man Door Trim and on Big Garage Door 1 
HHH-I Shows Poor Caulk Job 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
Photograph of Nails not Filled in on Garage Man Door Trim and on Big Garage Door I 
HHH-1 Shows Pow Caulk Job 
Photograph of North Garage Man Door Trim has Paint Flaking Off. This Happened wt 
Hosing Things off With a Regular Garden Hose, No Nozzle, and Just my Thumb Over r 
the Hose. Either Painted in Cold Temperatures or Bad Paint 
Photograph of Various Stages of Construction Showing No Tar Painted on our Foundat 
the Blueprints Called for 
Photograph of Various Stages of Consh-uction Showing No Tar Painted on our Foundat 
the Blueprints Called for 
Photograph of Various Stages of Construction Showing No Tar Painted on our Foundat 
the Blueprints Called for 
Photograph of Various Stages of Construction Showing No Tar Painted on our Foundat 
the Blueprints Called for 
Photograph of Various Stages of Construction Showing No Tar Painted on our Foundat 
the Blueprints Called for 
[ q A d m  I Deny I Date / # pgs I Description of Exhibit 
G 
' 
6 $ 
E 
1 
I i 
1 f 
I ! . 
r 
I 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
-241 
242 
243 
244 
4' 
4' 
4' 
J 
d 
J 
4' 
4' 
4' 
J 
J 
-- 
t/ 
d 
J 
d 
d 
. . 
d 
4' 
J 
d 
Withdrawn 
Withdrawn 
Withdrawn 
Withdrawn 
Withdrawn 
Withdrawn 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I . 
... 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-- 
1 
I 
I 
... 
-- 
1 
1 
--- 
--- 
I 
1 
- 
Photograph of Southwest Corner of Garage Where Drain Tile Comes Together to Da! 
Dug this out by Hand to Check the Elevation of the Drain Tile. Too High of Drain TI 
Shows No Tar on Foundation 
Photograph of North Side of Master Bathroom Counter, Side Face Board With Screw 
Broken the Face Board Notice How it was Caulked After it was Broke. Nobody tola 
this 
Photograph of Right Hand Side of Top Face Board Under Master Bathroom Counter. 
this Screw Sticking out and the Broken Board Workers Filled this Spot in With Putty 
Cover It Up. We do not Like How it Looks 
Photograph of Master Bathroom Baseboard With Poor Caulk Job 
Photograph of Master Bathroom Jet Tub not Centered. Plans Called for a 6-Inch Bord 
Way Around. Far Side is 6 Inches; Right Side is 2 %Inches, Left Side is 7 518 inches; 
Side is 8 518 Inches 
Photograph of East Kitchen Baseboard Needs Caulked 
Photograph of West Living Room Baseboard Needs Caulked 
Photograph of Northwest Living Room Baseboard Needs Caulked 
Photograph of Wall Between Kitchen and Main Entry Lifted up 118" 
Photograph of West Entry Wall Grout in Tile Braking Up 
Photograph of West Recreation Room Wall Needs Repainted 
Photograph of Upstairs Bathroom Fan Ticks 
Photograph of Upstairs Bathroom Cabinetry with White Paint on it 
Photograph of Kids Bathroom Cabinetry with White Paint on it 
Photograph of Storage Room Door Broke and Latch Broke 
Photograph of Storage Room Door Broke and Latch Broke 
Photograph of Glue on Floor of Kid's Bathroom 
Photograph of Closet Door Upstairs With Paint Coming off. It Came Off when I was M 
Kids Hand Prints Off. I  Using a Wet Paper Towel 
Photograph of Pantry Door With Paint Coming off. i was Using a Wet Paper Towel to 
Photograph of Holes Beside and Below Door Dell on West Entry Wall that were not Fil 
Properly 
Photograph of No Support on End of Closet Organizer in Master Bedroom Closet 
Photograph of Daylight Showing Through Bottom of Left Entry Door 
Photograph of West and East Entry Walls Show Paint or Sheetrock Lines 
Photograph of West and East Entry Walls Show Paint or Sheetrock Lines 
Photograph of Garage House Door Latch and Molding with Paint and Tape on them 
Photograph of No Caulk Around Master Bathroom Shower. Kid's Shower Doesn't hav 
Either. 
O O i i i i d  
Deny 
245 
246 
247 
Date 
248 
#pgs Description of Exhibit 
J 
J 
J 
249 
250 
4 
251 
252 
I 
1 
1 
J 
J 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
- -  
Photograph of South Outside Faucet not Installed Properly and Screw Missing 
Photograph of South Outside Faucet not Installed Properly and Screw Missing 
Photoara~h of South Outside Faucet not Installed Prooerlv and Screw miss in^ 
1 
I 
J 
J 
- - -- -- 
Photograph of Poor Caulk Job Around Master Bathroom Sinks 
1 
1 
J 
J 
J 
(f 
V 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
J 
Photograph of Manufacturers Flaw in Left Master Bathroom Sink 
Photograph of Kitchen Sink with Retractable Faucet that Cannot Pull out when Swung t 
1 
1 
Photograph of Leaky Hot Water Lines above Hot Water Heater 
Photograph of Leaky Hot Water Lines above Hot Water Heater 
2-17-05 
4-20-04 
12-30-02 
01-31-03 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
3 
1 
--- 
6 
1 
Photograph of Cold Water Lines above Hot Water Heater that do not Leak 
Photograph of Cold Water Lines above Hot Water Heater that do not Leak 
Photograph of No Phone Jack on East Living Room Wall. Plans Show One 
Photograph of No Phone Jack on East Living Room Wall. Plans Show One 
Photograph of No Light Southwest Comer of Garage. Plans Show One 
Photograph of Missing 2 Outlets on North Wall of House Out on the Porch Plans She! 
and There is only One 
Photograph of Missing 2 Outlets on North Wall of House Out on the Porch. Plans Sho! 
and There is only One 
Photograph of No Outlets on North Porch Soffit. Plans Show Two 
Photograph of No Outlet on Left Wall of Third Garage Bay. Plans Show One 
Photograph of Lights Positioned Wrong in Kitchen, Supposed to be 2 Feet Farther out f 
Photograph of Lines Sticking Out South Wall of House Coming from Mechanic Room 
Line is Pop Off Valve from Hot Water Heater. Needs to be 90-Degree Angled Down. C 
Violation 
Photograph of Vent in South Side of House Soffit Coming from Power Vent on Hot Wt 
Needs a Cover so Birds Don't get in 
Photograph of Industrial Fan we used to try and Dry out the Water in the Crawl Space, I 
Foot hose. We Rented this for Such a Long Time we Ended up Buying it. Anybody Nf 
a fan? I do not Know what the Board Sticking out of the Ground is Supposed to Mark. 
Letter from Jerry Hall of Better Built Homes to Brad Zenner regarding estimate to repal 
existing home in Nezperce. (with attached bid) 
Tri-Builders, Inc. Bid to repair or fix existing home. 
Quality Heating & Air Conditioning Bid on system for Zenner Home. 
Video of Brad Zenner sumping water out from underneath his house. 
Williams Plumbing Co. Estimate 
AIR History Report for Brad Zenner Home Loan 
0 0 5 5 5  
I Ex I Adm [ Deny I Date 1 # pgs Description of Eshibit,  
09-08-04 7 1 - 1 J K c a v a t i o n  Invoice for installing drain tile around new house. 
Jim Zenner Farms Invoice for backhoe work 
Arnzen Building Construction memo to Brad and Allason Zenner 
Gerald L. Arnzen, Architect, Addendum #1 
01-23-03 1 Earl V. Parsons Invoice to Fabricate grate for garage floor 
1 Master Cost Sheet (prepared by Brad Zenner) 
11-07-02 2 I Jungert Ranch Statement for work performed on new house. 
279 J 1 1 No compensation list (prepared by Brad, Zenner) 
MCl Statements showing calls made to Holcomb by Zenner 
Brad Zenner - Time Sheet (DreDared bv Brad Zenner) 
Settlement Statement 
1 Diagram showing water l i e s  (prepared by Brad Zenner) 
Fax from Saunders Interiors, Inc. To Brad Zenner regarding payment history 
Demand Letter to Holcomb Construction from David Risley 
Calendar showing hours worked 
Fact Sheet (prepared by Brad Zenner) 
Fact Sheet - Warranties & Inspections (prepared by Brad Zenner) 
Hahn Rental Center Receint 
Repair Bid -Inside (prepared by Brad Zenner) 
Repair Bid - Outside (prepared by Brad Zenner) 
Installation Guide for Rhino Decking 
Holcomb General Contracting "About Us" 
- - 
294 J 6 Blueprints 
295 d 24 Lewis County File 
296 J 10122104 2 Clearwater Building Inspector's letter to the Lewis County Commissioners regarding cc 
violations for the subject project 
297 d 9\3/07 --- Video of house taken bv Brad Zenner showing problems today. 
298 1 4 I Certificate of Occupancy (signed by Steve Meshishnek) 
299 ) J 1 9\5/07 22 1 Appraisal By Terry Rudd 
I A d m ) D e n y I  Dale 1 l ipgs 1 Description of Exhibit 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
r/ 
c/ 
1/ 
r/ 
1/ 
1/ 
fl 
1/ 
1 
--- 
--- 
1 
1 
--- 
--- 
1 
1 
--- 
--- 
--- 
--- 
- 
--- 
--- 
3 
I 
1 
1 
I 
--- 
--- 
- -- 
--- 
12/23/02 
4/28/03 
12/23/02 
Allowances Chart 
Josh Kreyssler's Deposition 2/22/07 
Josh Kreyssler's Deposition 9/13/07 
- - - 
Photograph of AtticRafters 
Photograph of AtticiRafters 
Photograph of AtticiRafters 
Photograph of AtticiRafters 
Photograph of AtticRafters 
Photograph of AtticiRafters 
Photograph of AtticiRafters 
Photograph of AtticRafters 
Photograph of AtticiRafters 
Photograph of AtticRaAers 
- - - 
Photograph of AtticRafters 
Photograph of AtticiRafters 
Photograph of Atticmafters 
Seller's Disclosure Form ' 
Photographs of Roof 
Photographs of Roof 
-
Photographs of Roof 
Photographs of Roof 
Photographs of Roof 
-- 
Photographs of Roof 
Photographs of Roof 
'7 o O t ~ . 4 ,  
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
Photograph of Trusses 
Photograph of Trusses 
Photograph of Trusses 
Aerial Photograph of Zenner Home 
Certificate of Occupancy -Unsigned 
Building Permit Application 
Building Permit Application 
Partral Damage Summary 
1 Original Exhibit 
1 Defendant Notebook 
1 Plaintiff Notebook 
1 Judge Copy Notebook 
14 juror notebooks . 
-
18 sets x433 exhibits = 7,794 copies @ 25# per copy totals $1,948.50 
I 
Ex 
332 
Adm 
Index Page 
I I 
Deny 
c/ 
Total 
Date 
--- 
11 
433 
Photograph of Septic System 
(average) 
#pgs Description of Exhibit 
Dare. 10,23/01 Detai 
H T B R  
Cllenc Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- -
2065.002 12/03/03 1 26 A 3 195.00 
2065.002 12/05/03 1 26 A 5 195.00 
2065.002 12/10/03 1 26 A 3 195.00 
2065.002 12/18/03 33 26 A 15 60.00 
2065.002 12/19/03 33 26 A 19 60.00 
2065.002 12/22/03 33 26 A 19 60.00 
2065.002 12/23/03 1 26 A 8 195.00 
2065.002 12/23/03 33 26 A 19 60.00 
2065.002 01/06/04 1 26 A 7 195.00 
2065.002 01/22/04 1 26 A 31 195.00 
2065.002 02/05/04 1 26 A 8 195.00 
1 Fee Transaction File List 
CLARK and FEENEY 
39.00 Telephone conference with client iegarding 
possible claim against Hochum Construction 
Zenner/Brad 
195.00 Office conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
~~~ ~ . ~ 
39.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
65.00 Review file; Preparation of Complaint 
ZennerlBrad 
81.25 Continued work on Complaint 
Zenner/Brad 
48.75 Complete drafting Complaint; Initial draft of 
demand lettec 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Complaint to 
sion and return 
Zenner/Brad 
60.00 Complete draft of demand letter 
zenier/~rad 
58.50 Correspondence to Idaho County Sheriff to serve 
Complaint/SumonS 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 COereSpondence to Clerk of Court filing Affidavit 
of Service 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's February 4, 2004, letter and Notice 
o f  Appearance 
ZennerlBrad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Dean 
W~llenwabe~'~ letter to Edwin Litteneker dated 
February 10, 2004 
zenner/~rad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Substitution of Counsel 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Order for 
Pretrial Scheduling Order 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to Dean Wullenwaber 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwacding Dean 
Wullenwaber's letter of March 1, 2004 
zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
Answer and Demand for Jury Trial 
Zenner/Brad 
175.50 Preparation of Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interroaatories to Defendants; Notice of Service; 
correspondence to Clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client 
zenner/Brad 
58.50 Office conference with client 
ZennerlBrad 
56.25 Meetino with client to review witnesses and 
exhibits 
Zenner/Brad 
131.25 Prepare Plaintiff's Pretrial Statement; organize 
and copy exhibits 
Zenner/Brad 
150.00 Office conference with client; revise Pretrial 
Statement; Correspondence to the Clerk of the 
Court filino Pretrial Statement 
zenner/Brad- 
18.75 Memo to the file; review of file 
ZennerlBrad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client (21 
ZennerlBrad 
39.00 TeleDhone conference with Lunette Porter 
zennkr/Brad 
39.00 Telephone conference with Dean Wullenwaber 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
~irst compliance 
ZennerlBrad 
58.50 Correspondence to Clerk of the Court forwarding 
Parties 1st Attempt at Discovery Plan 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Dean 
0 0 3 y 3  lenwaber's letter of April 19. 2004 ehner/~rad 
.," ."..%--L--- 
age: I 
Ref 1) 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Date: 16/23/07 Detail Fee Transastzon File Llst I 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Page: : 
H T B R  
c'ie"t Tmkr Cat Src P 5 C Rate 
2065.002 04/21/04 35 26 A 19 125.00 
Ref 1 
-
ARCL 
ARCH 
62.50 Preparation for and attend ~cheduling Conference 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
Order 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
order 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
56.25 Office conference with Brad Zenner ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
37.50 Organize documents from opposing counsel 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Dean 
Wullenwaber's letter of June 3. 2004 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Litteneker's letter dated June 8, 2004 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
zenner/Brad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
187.50 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennsr/Brad 
150.00 Go through documants reoeived from Defendants; 
organize and put in notebook 
ZennerlBrad ~~~~~. . - 
300.00 Meeting with client; memo to file; organize 
documentation to pcepare Answers to Discovery 
Zenner/Brad 
19.75 office conference with client 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
206.25 Create notebook of documents; index and tab; 
oreoare answers to discover" . . 
zenner/Brad 
58.50 Review draft of Plaintiff's Answers to 
Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
206.25 Telephone conference with client$ revise Answer5 
to Discoverv: review file 
ARCH 
zennerl~rad' 
187.50 Prepare Final Rnswers to Discovery; copy 
photographs; organize exhibits; prepare Notice of 
Service and Correspondence to the clerk of the 
court 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Littenter's September 1, 2004, letter 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker regarding 
inspection of home 
Zenner/Bcad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
39.00 Telephone conference with Detective Matt Erickson 
Zenner/Brad 
59.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Littensker's letter dated September 10, 2004 
zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
zenner/Brad 
18.75 Telephone conference with client; memo to file 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
195.00 Office conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
60.00 Research damages letter 
Zenner/Brad 
150.00 Research damages 
ZennerlBrad 
135.00 Research; Correspondence to client regarding 
elements of damaqes in a construction case 
zenner/Brad 
55.50 Telephone conference with client; memo to file ARCH 
ARcn 
Zenner/Brad 
15.00 Edit letter regarding how damages will he 
Calculated 
Zenner/Brad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client: Memorandum to 
file 
O 04.~~$;;;;:6::f:~~ with client to provide 
H T B R  TmkratZPtCCS Rate 
Fee Transaction File List 
CWlRK and FEENEY 
Hours 
-
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 39.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZennerlBrad 
1.50 112.50 Prepare Discovery Questions/Requests for 
Production; review documentation and notes 
Zenner/Brad 
1.50 90.00 Research on whether or not State Building 
InSpector is liable for his negligence 
7.*nncr/urrrl .  .. . . -. .. . .. 
2.75 165.00 Research whether we can hold the Building 
Insnector liable for neoliaence . . 
zenner~~rad 
1.50 90.00 Research whether Building Inspector can be liable 
for negligence 
ZennerfSrad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ZennerlBrad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client r$garding mediation 
ZennerlBrad 
2.75 165.00 Research; Memorandum regarding building inspector 
liabilitv 
Zennerlsiad 
1.25 75.00 Complete research and drafting Memorandum 
regarding building inspector liability 
Zenner/Brad 
0.40 84.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's letter dated March 4. 2005 
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 42.00 Teleohone conference with client 
zennir/~rad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's March 15, 2005, letter and 
Stipulation to Vacate Trial 
ZennerIBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to Edwin Litteneker returning 
executed Stipulation to Vacate Trial 
Zenner/Brad 
252.00 Conference with client at home to review 
~~nstzuction defects 
ZennerlBrad 
15.00 Teleohone conference with client 
zennbe/erad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding George 
Reinhardt's March 21, 2005, letter 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Review information from Master Mark Plastic 
ZennerlBrad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client 
zenner/Brad 
168.75 Office conference with client; eeview file for 
information to start Mediation Packet 
ZennerlBrad 
300.00 Review information to beqin Mediation Statement 
Zsnner/Brad 
600.00 Prepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
zsn"er/~rad 
600.00 Prepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
Zenner/Brad 
600.00 Prepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
Zennerlnrad - - 
105.00 Review draft Mediation Statement 
ZennerlBead 
712.50 Prepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
Zen"er/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to Judge Reinhardt 
Zenner/Brad 
1.50 112.50 Telephone conference with client x2; telephone 
calls to All Weather Roofing x2; Prepare 
CorreS~ondence to Judoe Reinhardt 
zenncrjezad 
4.50 945.00 Review file; Preparation for mediation; 
Conference with client to prepare for mediation: 
Appearance at mediation 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client fowarding Ed 
Litteneker's May 19, 2005. letter re: rescheduled 
mediation date 
ZennerlBcad 
0.20 28.00 Appearance at telephonic scheduling conference. 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Corresnondence to client forwarding Notice of 
scheduiing conference 0 3 - 0 * Zenner/Brad 
0.30 6b40 Correspondence to cllent forwarding Edwin 
jage: 3 
Ref ii 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
RRCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Date: 10123/07 Derail Fee Transaction File List 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
client oate Tmkr Cat Src P 5 c ~ a ~ e  
2065.002 05/10/05 1 26 A 19 210.00 
Ref X 
-
ARCH 63.00 Draft correspondence to Ed ~itteneker advising 
the 18th of May will not work for the inspection 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Telephone conference with Judge Reinhardt 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
42.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Telephone conference wlth George Reinhardt 
Zenner/~rad 
Review file; Travel to/from Client's home in 
Nezperce; Extended wait at client's home while 
defense evaluated property 
Zenner/Brad 
Telephone conference with Terry Rudd 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
~~ 
105.00 Appearance at telephonic status conference' 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Hearing (telephonic status 'conference) 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Telephone conference with Terry Rudd ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to Judge Reinhardt and Ed 
Litteneker reaardina available dates for 
rescheduling mediation 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client re: mediation date ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Judge 
Reinhardt's May 31. 2005 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendants 
Second Set of Interrogatories and Request for 
Production 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Schedulino Conference 
ARCH 
ARCH 
~ - -  
ZennerlBrad 
56.25 Draft Plaintiff's Answers to Defendant's 2nd 
Interrogatories, Request for Admissions and 
Request for Production, Telephone call to clients 
leaving message 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 1.25 93.75 Revise and final Plaintiff's Answers to 
Defendant's Second Interrogatories; Notice of 
Service and Correspondence to the Clerk of the 
Court; telephone conference to Terry Rudd leaving 
message; telephone conference with Brad Zenner 
and Terry Rudd 
Zenner/Brad 
1.75 131.25 Telephone conference with client; Offrce 
conference with client and Terry Rudd; revise 
information for mediation; memo to file 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client fowarding Ed 
Littenekee's Jun 23, 2005, letter and enclosure 
Zenner/Brad 
0.40 84.00 Extended telephone conference with Terry Rudd 
reoardino issues and facts of case 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zeiner/B;ad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to Reinhardt ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerj~rad 
3.50 735.00 Review file; Preparation for mediation; 
Appearance for extended mediation 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarditig Notice of 
Hearino (status conference) 
ARCH 
zenneriB;ad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with George Reinhardt 
zenner/Brad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client 
Zenner/Brad 
0.35 49.00 Appearance at telephonic scheduling conference 
with Judge Bradbury and Mr. Littneker 
zennerleiad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client regarding trial date 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
Order 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zenner/arad 
0.49 To correct finance charge change from reversal 
Zenner/Brad 
conference with client; review fax 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
bate: 10/23/07 Detall 
H T B R 
Client Date Tmkr Cat src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- ---- - - - - -
2065.002 12/19/05 1 26 A 5 210.00 
Fee Transaction File List 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Rn- 
420.00 Office conference with client to review file to 
prepare for trial 
Zenner/Brad 
187.50 Meeting with client to go through exhibits and 
witnesses on Holcomb case 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Prepare Pretrial Statement 
Zenner/Brad 
375.00 Prepare pretrial compliance; prepare Request for 
Adloissions; go through exhibits and make list 
zenner/Brad 
487.50 Preuare Request for Admission; oroanize exhibits 
zenner/~rad 
147.00 Review draft Plaintiff's First Set of Request for 
Admissions and Second Set of Interrogatories to 
Defendant 
Zenner/Brad 
180.00 Research regarding jury instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
150.00 Preparation of Jury instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
60.00 Continued preparation of Jury Instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
60.00 Research jury instructions 
ZennerlBrad 
656.25 Prepare Exhibit List and Pretrial Compliance; 
correspondence to the Clerk of the Court 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's December 29, 2005, letter 
Zenner/Brad 
131.25 Telephone conference with client; telephone 
conference with Terry Rudd x2; e-mail to Deb 
Uhlenkott x4 regarding testifying; print 
Mediation Statement to fax to Deb Uhlenkott; make 
copy for Terry Rudd of Mediation Statement and 
Appraisal 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
-.- 
84.00 Appearance at telephonic scheduling conference 
with Ed Litteneker and Judge Bradbury 
ZennsrlBrad 
56.25 Conference with Terry Rudd; print mediation 
statement for him; review file for appraisal 
ZsnnerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Hearing 
zennerj~rad 
210.00 Office conference with Terry Rudd 
Zenner 
60.00 Office 
ze 
/Brad 
conference with Terry Rudd and Tom Clark 
..nner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to Edwin Litteneker regarding 
ValkamD aupraisal 
zenneri~rHb 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Seller's 
Property Disclosure Form 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendants' 
Answers to Plaintiff's FIrst Set of Requests for 
Admissions and Second Set of Interrogatories 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to Client forwarding Deb 
Uhlenkott's Invoice 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Hearing 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's Januarv 12. 2006. letter 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to Terry Rudd forwarding Seller's 
Property Disclosure Form 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Telephone conference with Judge Bradbury 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Teleuhone conference with Edwin Litteneker 
zenner/~rad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
Order .-..- 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to Judge Bradbury to reset trial 
date 
I 9 6.2 ZennezlBrad 
0 Appearance at telephonic schedulino conferenre 
Ref 9 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 

Sate: 10/23/01 Detazl Fee Transactzon File Lzst I 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Client Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
- - - - Ref 
- 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Review file ARC 
ARC 
ARC 
Zenner/Brad 
154.00 Review and revise jury instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
300.00 Review file; Find name for Tom of Rhino Decking 
Reoresentative: teleohone call to Terrv Rudd 
zLnner/arad 
764.00 Prepare Amended Pretrlal Compliance and 
Correspondence to the Clerk of the Court. 
Supplemental Jury Instructions and Correspondence 
to the Clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
726.00 Prepare Subpoenas for witnesses 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client Eorwarding original 
deDoSition transcriot 
ARC! 
ARCH 
Zeiner/Brad 
337.50 Take Subpoenas to the 1daha County Courthouse to 
be served; telephone conference with client; 
review file; meeting with Tom regarding Exhibits 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 11/08/06 1 26 A 3220.00 0.20 44.00 Telephone conference with c11cnt 
ZennerlBrad 
2065.002 11/08/06 1 26 A 30 220.00 2.50 550.00 Review file and exhibits; Start trial ureoaration 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
. . 
Zenner/Bcad 
44.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
770.00 Review file; Trial preparation: Work on Voir 
Dire, Opening Statement and reviewing Exhibits 
Zenner/Brad 
~ ~. 
264.00 Prepare correspondence to Idaho County Sheriff 
for service of subpoena; prepare subpoena for Ed 
Wemhoff; prepare Corre'spondence to Clearwater 
County Sheriff for service of subpoenas; 
correspondence to Gene Reno for service of 
process on Steve Meshnick and Eric HaSenOechl - 
Progressive Engineering Group 
Zenner/Brad 
450.00 Meeting with client to prepare for trial; revise 
trial schedule; copy cd for exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 Appearance telephonic pretrial conference 
' ZannerlBrad 
66.00 Correspondence to client 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerj~rad 
487.50 Telephone conference with Josh Kreissler; 
telephone conference with client; update trial 
schedulei review file; prepare additional 
exhibits 
Zenne~/Brad 
660.00 Correspondence to witnesses advising of 
continuance x 10 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
440.00 Continue trial preparation; Work on opening 
statement and outline of questions for deposition 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
Order 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 44.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker ARCH 
ARCH 
~ennkr/~rad 
0.20 44.00 Telephone conference with Michelle Blight at 
ProgreSsiVe Engineering 
Zennerlsrad 
0.20 15.00 Telephone call to client advising of deposition 
reschedule 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
3.50 770.00 Work on case and orsanlze flle and exhibits ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.50 37.50 Telephone confetence with client; telephone 
conference with Ed Litteneker's office regarding 
rescheduling depositions 
Zen"er/Brad ~ ~ . .  .
0.40 30.00 E-mail with Eric Haseneorhl formerly of 
Eroqressive Ensineering x2 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad - 
2.75 206.25 Organize file and create subfiles; e-mails with 
Eric HaSenoerhl; telephone call with Ed 
Litteneker's office rescheduling depositions x2 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 0.15 56.25 Research on Session Law changes; Title 44 Chapter 
23 repealed. Telephone conference with Idaho 
state Law Librar? x2: review of f a x  
, , , p ZennerlBrad 
0.30 !) ;)64..$0 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
.< .L-... ~~ . .~ 
age: 8 .1 Fee Transaction File List 
CWIRK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Client Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- ---- - - - - -
2065.002 11/30/06 1 26 A 19 220.00 
Hours 
-
0.90 198.00 Preparation of Second Amended Notice of 
Deposition Duces Teaum; Correspondence to the 
Clerk of the Court 
Ref # 
-
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
93.75 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker.5 office; 
telephone conference with Josh Kreissler; 
telephone conference with Clearwater Reporting; 
telephone conference with client; make copies of 
documentation to send to Josh Kreissler 
EenncrlRrad . 
264.00 Preparation of Notice of Deposition; Subpoena 
DUCeS Tecum and Correspondence to the Clerk of 
the Court filing Notice; correspondence to Josh 
Krei~~ler 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Identify exhibits for Josh Kreissler's deposition 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
22.00 Brief conference with Judge Bradbury regarding 
Scheduling 
zenner/Brad 
~~~ - 
66.00 Correspondence to Edwin Litteneker 
Zennec/Brad 
44.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
44.00 Conference call with Judge Bradbury and Ed 
Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client ARCH 
ARCH 
zenneri~rad 
60.00 Telephone conference with Ed Littneker and his 
office x3; telephone conference with client 
ZennerlBrad 
~~ 
990.00 Review file in preparation for Brad Zenner 
deposition; Appearance at deposition 
Zenner/Brad 
18.75 Review file 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zenner/Brad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Review file from Lewis County Planning and Zoning 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correap~ndence to Gerald Amren, Architect 
ZennerlBrad 
132.00 Preparation of Certification; Correspondence to 
Lewis County Planning and Zoning 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 66.00 Corres~ondence to client forwarding deposition of 
~radl& Zenner 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to Eric Hasenoerhl forwarding 
reports to him 
Zenner/Brad 
225.00 Outline deposition of Brad Zenner 
Zenner/Brad 
220.00 Review file in preparation for Josh Kreissler and 
Lance Holcomb deposxtions 
ARCH 
ARCX 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
44.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
56.25 Copy documents for Deposition; telephone call to 
Josh Krei~ler 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
660.00 Review file; Complete preparation for 
depositions; Appearance at deposition of Josh 
Kreissler 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.50 37.50 Mark additional exhibits and copy for deposition 
. zenner/Brad 
0.30 70.50 Correspondence to client 
Zenner/Brad 
0.50 40.00 Tele~hone conference with client n2; memo to file 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennkr/~rad 
0.50 40.00 Telephone conference with client x2: review file 
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 47.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 47.00 ~elephone conference with Ed Litteneker and Judge 
Bradbury to address Ed Litteneker's Motion to 
Vacate and Continue Trial 
ZennerlBrad 
0.75 60.00 Review information for Clearwater Building ARCH 
Inspector code violations 
0.30 0 0 a&.& ZennerlBrad Correspondence to Dale Fletcher 
Pate: 1C/23/07 Detal 11 Fee Tr 
ChRRK 
ansaction File List 
and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Client Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- -- - Ref S 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's March 6, 2007, letter and Release 
zenner/Brad 
70.50 Preparation of Notice of Telephonic Scheduling 
Conference; Correspondence to Clerk of the Court 
ZennerlBrad 
705.00 Correspondence to Witnesses advising trial 
continued x 10 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
37.50 Outline deposition of Josh Kreyssler ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker regarding Farm 
Credit Service files 
Zenner/Brad 
141.00 Preparation of Fourth Amended Notice of 
Continuation of Video Deposition Duces Tecum - 
Lance Holcomb 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
100.80 Travel to and from Nezperce far scheduling 
conference. 
Zenner/Brad 
48.00 Appearance at Scheduling Conference. 
Zenner/Brad 
94.00 Aooearance at telephonic scheduling conference 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Z&ner/~rad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
OIder 
Zenner/Brad 
16.00 Telephone call to client leaving message 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to Edwin Litteneker vacating 
deposition 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Preparation of Fifth Amended Notice of 
Continuation of Deoosition Duces Tecum - Lance 
ARCH 
- 
Holcomb; Corres~ondence to Clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Cbrrespondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Hearing rescheduling final pretrial conference 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
705.00 Review file; Prepare for deposition 
Zenner/Brad 
1175.00 Review file; Preparation for Lance Holcomb 
deposition; Appearance at deposition 
ZennerlBrad 
141.00 Preparation of Sixth Amended Notice of 
Continuation of Deposition Duces Tecm - Lance 
Holcomb; Correspondence to Clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
211.50 Preparation of Motion for Protective Order; 
Notice of Hearing; Correspondence to Clerk of the 
court 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
20.00 Telephone conference with client; memo to file 
ZennerlBrad 
352.50 Review file; Preparation for deposition of Lance 
Holcomb 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
1410.00 Continue review of file; Preparation for 
deposition of Lance Holcomb; Conference with Brad 
zenner; Appearance for Lance Holcomb deposition 
ARCH 
zenner/Brad 
60.00 Make copies for deposition; mark exhibit and 
u~date exhibit list: teleohone call to Teery Rudd 
ARCH 
ARCH 70.50 Correspondence to the Clerk of the Court 
forwarding additional exhibit 
Zenner/Brad 
20.00 Telephone mnference with Terry Rudd; memo ta 
file 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to Terry Rudd 
Zenne~/Brad 
60.00 Telephone call to Terry Rudd leaving voice 
message of what we want in appraisal; type 
powerpoint issues to send to Terry Rudd 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Corres~ondence to Terrv Rudd 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerj~rad 
120.00 Review file and attend the hearing on the notion 
to quash subpoena and draft correspondence to 
Torn. 
ephane conference with ~d Litteneker's office. 
ZennerlBrad 
.- "" - . 
ARCH 
Uate: 10123107 Detail fee Transaction File List 
CLRRK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
'ZCECCC2 pate Client Date Tmkr Cat 5 
--
2065.002 08/22/07 1 26 70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Litteneker's letter of August 20, 2007 
Ref I 
-
ARCH 
zenner/Brad 
120.00 Review file and research potential violation of 
the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Litteneker's letter of Auoust 23. 2007 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZennerlBcad 
70.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker regarding Offer 
of Judgment 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennarlBrad 
80.00 Research and prepare for trial 
Zenner/Brad 
117.50 Appearance at pretrial conference; Correspondence 
to client 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
20.00 Telephone confeeence with client; memo to file 
Zenner/Bcad 
680.00 Outline depositions (21 of Lance Holcomb 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
235.00 Review file at Farm Credit Services; Appearance 
for taking of deposition of representative of 
farm Credit Services 
Zenner/Brad 
117.50 Telephone conference with Terry Rudd ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
140.00 Meeting with client; telephone call to Terry 
Rudd: memo to file 
94.00 Revieu Terry Rudd Appraisal ARCH 
ARCH 
~ ~ 
Zenner/~rad- 
160.00 Telephone call with client; telephone conference 
with Terry Rudd n2; office conference with Terry 
Rndd; review report of Terry Rudd 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 211.50 Prepare Third Supplemental Answers to Discovery, 
Notice of Service and Correspondence to the Clerk 
of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
20.00 Telephone conference with Brad; memo to file 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
47.00 TeleDhone conference with Dale Fletcher 
zen&r/~rad 
3.25 260.00 Telephone conference with Brad; memo to file; 
review file for exhibit* for depositions of 
Me~hischnek and Fletcher 
ZennerlBrad 
3.50 822.50 Review file in preparation far Dale Fletcher and 
Steve Meshisnek's deposition; Appearance at 
ARCH 
zeiner/~rad 
0.30 48.00 Review witness file of Dale Fletcher and Steve 
Meshnek; attend deposition at Ed Litteneker's 
ARCH 
office 
Zenner/Brad 
3.15 300.00 Meeting with client; prepare outline; watch tape 
and summarize; telephone conference with Wasem's 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 70.50 Correspondence to client torwarding First Amended 
Offer of Judgment 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
1.00 160.00 Research and prepare jury instructions ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.25 40.00 Work on jury instructions 
ZennerlBrad 
4.00 940.00 Review file; Preparation for continuation of Josh 
Kres~1.r'~ deposition; Travel to/from Cqeur 
d'Alene; Appearance at deposition; Memorandum to 
file 
ZennerlBrad 
8.75 700.00 Telephone conference witn Carol at Lewis County - 
leavina messaae; work on trial Prep; telephone 
conferince with Dale Fletcher; "pdite trial 
Schedule 
ZennerlBrad 
4.50 360.00 Telephone conference with Carol at Lewis County 
Planning and Zoning x2; work on trial prep; 
O O U G &  mail to Brad nner/Brad 
0.75 60.00 Outline deposition of Josh Kreyssler taken 
9/13/07 
.- 
ARCH 
Date: 10/23/07 uetal 1 Fee Transaction Flle Llst ?age: 11 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Client Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd 
- - E.?. Ref B 
F 
ARCH 
zenierlarad 
460.00 Telephone conference with Nicole at Lewis County 
x2 regarding Jury and Instructions; Prepare 
Amended Pretrial Statement; copy exhibits; update 
exhibit list 
zenner/Brad 
16.00 e-mail to client ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
60.00 Telephone conference with client x2; memo to file 
Zennerlerad 
70.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
ZennerlBrad 
80.00 Trial Prep 
Zenner/Brad 
80.00 Outline deposition Dale J. Fletcher 
ZennerlBrad 
240.00 Outline deposition of BradZenner taken 8/3/06 
Zenner/Brad 
20.00 Telephone conference with client; memo to file 
Zenner/Brad 
40.00 Preparation for trial and related research 
Zenner/Brad 
141.00 Preparation of Objection to Motion for Leave to 
File an Amended Complaint; Correspondence to 
Clerk of the Court 
ZennerlBrad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
Motion for Leavk to File an mended Complaint 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerlarad 
352.50 Review file; Trial preparation 
Zenner/Brad 
141.00 Preoare Pretrial Statement and CorresDondence to 
the'clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Prepare Correspondence to the Clerk of the Court 
forwarding additional exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
140.00 Review information; revise trial schedule and 
exhibit list 
Zenner/Brad 
120.00 Research and draft objection to defendant's 
notion for leave to amend answer 
Zenner/Brad 
320.00 Research in preparation of drafting pretrial 
comioliance 
zenner/Brad 
40.00 Meeting with Steve Meshishnek; memo to file; 
telephone call with; telephone conferences with 
witnesses 
ZennerlBrad 
420.00 Telephone oonference vith Steve Meshishnek; 
oeaanire file; DreDarg binder covers; update 
ARCH 
exhibit list; telephone conference with-Carol at 
Lewis County Planning and Zoning 
Zennee/Brad~ 
141.00 Prepare Joint Pretrial Order; Correspondence to ARCH 
the Clerk of the Court 
EennerlRrsd 
47.00 Re7 
Zer 
. . .  . . - - - -
riew and organize pleadings 
iner/Brad 
ARCH 
224 
226 
160.00 Outline deposition Steve Meshishnek 
ZenneelBrad 
470.00 Review file; Trial preparation 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 227 
Request Jury Instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
1.00 160.00 Pretrial research and draft; review Judge's jury 228 
Statement 
Zennec/Brad 
1.00 160.00 Research and draft proposed supplemental juIY 229 
instructions regarding building code violations 
ZennerlBrad 
0.50 80.00 Research and draft proposed civil case script 230 
that the Judoe will read to the iurv - - 
Zenner/Brad 
0.75 120.00 Draft supplemental proposed jury lnstructions and 231 
research 
zenner/Brad 
2 . 0 0  470.00 Revlew file; conference with client to prepare 232 
for trial 
Zenner/Brad 
9.50 OPPPJE?d elephone call with steve Mesheshneck leaving 269 essage; trial prsp 
Zenner/Bcad 
n >" 7n =" - . 
Fee Tr 
CLARK 
ansaction File List 
and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Cllent Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- ---- - - - - - Ref 
- 
zenner/~rad 
160.00 Continue drafting and editing supplemental jury 
instructions 
zenner/Brad 
705.00 Continue trial review and trial pzeparation; Work 
on opening statement; Review exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
960.00 Trial Preparations 
ZennerlBrad 
1175.00 Continue trial preparation; Review and organize 
file; Prepare anticipated examination of 
witnesses; Work on Voir Dire; Extended conference 
with client to prepare for trial 
ZennerlBrad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker (21 
Zenner/Brad 
470.00 Continue trial preparation; Review exhibits 
~ ~ 
zennerlerad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ZennetlBrad 
920.00 Trial prep; call witnesses; telephone conferences 
with Brad 
ZennerlBrad 
470.00 Review de~ositions; Trial preparation 
. . 
zenner/~r;d 
2350.00 Continue file review; Preparation for trial; 
Travel to Nezperce; Continue trial preparation 
Zenner/Brad 
5600.00 Trial prep; call witnesses; telephone conferences 
with Brad 
ZennerlBrad 
70.50 Telephone conference with Terry Rudd 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Telephone conference with Dale Fletcher 
ZennerlBrad 
2350.00 ~e;iew' file; Trial preparation; Appearance for 
selection of jury and opening statement; Comence 
Brad Zenner direct testimony; Travel back to 
Lewi~toni Continue trial preparation 
Zenner/Brad 
840.00 Trial prep; Jury Selection 
Zenner/Brad 
2350.00 Continue file review in preparation far trial; 
Travel to and from Nezperce; Appearance at second 
day of trial; Direct and crass-examination of 
Dale Fletcher 
ZennerlBrad 
1080.00 Travel to and from' Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
~i-eoarations 
ienkerl~rad 
2350.00 Continued trial preparation; Travel and from 
Nezpercf; Appearanoe lor continuation of trial; 
Direct and cross-examination of Terry Rudd; 
Direct and cross-examination of Ed Wemhoff; 
Direct and partial cross-examination of Gerald 
Arnzen 
Zenner/Brad 
640.00 Travel to and from Nezpecce; attend trlal; trial 
preparations 
ienier/erad 
2820.00 Review file; Continued trial preparation; Travel 
to and from Nezperce; Appearance at court trial 
Zenner/Brad 
940.00 Travel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
oreoarations 
ienier/~rad 
40.00 Review Judge's proposed jury instruotions 
Zenncr/Brad 
470.00 Work on final argument; Continue trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
280.00 Trial Preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
2820.00 Review file; Preparation for direct examination 
of Brad Zenner; Work on closing argument; Travel 
tolfrom Nezperce; Appearance at full day of 
trial; Work on jury instructions; Commence 
preparation for  Lance Holcomb and Dean Vahlkamp's 
testimony 
Zennsr/~;ad 
avel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
emrations 
ienier/~rad 
240.00 Work on iurv i n s + r n r r i n n =  
?ate: 10/23/07 Detail Fee Transactron Flle Lzst 
V I  
CLARK and FEENEY 
Clienz Date 
- -
2065.002 10/10/07 
2065 002 10/10/07 
H T B R  
Tmkr Cat Src P x C C Tcd Rate 
---- - - - - A R i d  , 
200.00 Travel to/from Nerperce; attend ttial 
Ref I 
-
253 
254 
Zenner/Brad 
80.00 Continue drafting proposed jury instructions and 
ze~earch 
ZenneclBrad 
2820.00 Continue trial preparation; Travel to/from 
Nerperce; Appearance for compietion of 
examination of Brad Zenner; Direct and 
cross-examination of Allason Zenner; Continue 
trial preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
880.00 Travel to and from Neiperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
ZennerlBrad 
140.00 Work on trial, including proposed jury 
instructions 
ZennerlBrad 
2820.00 Review file; Preparation for cross-examination of 
defense witnesses; Travel Lolfrom Nezperce; 
Appearance for full day of trial 
Zenner/Brad 
760.00 Travel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
2820.00 Review file; Continue trial preparations; Work on 
final argument; Work on cross-examination of 
Lance Holcomb and Ty Reuter; Travel to/frorn 
Nezperce; Appearance for trial 
ZennerIBrad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Judge Bradbury's clerk 
regarding jury instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker regarding 
jury instruction issue 
ZennerlSrad 
560.00 Research implied warranty of workmanlike manner, 
damages, and applicable instructions 
ZennerIBrad 
560.00 Travel to and from Nerperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
ZennerlBrad 
587.50 Work on final argument and cross-examintian of 
Lance Holcomb 
ZennerIBrad 
320.00 Trial Preoarations 
Zennerl~Gd 
2820.00 Review file; Continue trial preparation for 
closs-examination of Lance Holcomb; Preparation 
of closing argument; Travel tolfrom Nezperce; 
Appearance at examination of Lance Holcomb 
ZennerIBrad 
80.00 Research Defendant's jury instructions re 
building code and whether or not a certificate of 
Occupancy was required to be issued pursuant to 
the code 
ZennerlBrad 
47.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZennerIBrad 
960.00 Teavel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
preoarations 
tenner /Brad 
2350.00 Review file; Continue to prepare for 
cross-examination of Lance Holcomb; Preparation 
of Closing Argument; Continue to prepare for 
Closing Argument; Review jury instruction issues; 
Travel tolfrom Nerperce; Appearance for 
comoletion of evidence and iurv  instruction; . .
~inHl argument 
ZennerIBrad 
1200.00 Travel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
1280.00 Total hours traveled to and from Nezperce; wait 
and take jury's verdict 
ZennerlBrad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwardina Verdict 
~ennerj~zad 
141.00 Preparation of Judgment on Verdict; 
CQPreSpondenCe to Judge Bradbury 
ZenneIlBrad 
240.00 Gather costs for Mediation Statement 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Iitteneker's fax of October 18, 2007 
oP6r74 enner/Brad  . 0 elephone calls with witnesses; gather costs 
ZennerIBrad 
Qste: 15/23/07 Detall pee Transact~on Flle  st ?age' 1. 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Client Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- ---- - - - - -
Total for Client ID 2065.002 Billable 
Total 
Hours 
-
  mount Ref 1 
w 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with client 281 
Zennee/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Judgment on 288 
Verdict 
Zenner/Brad 
480.00 Telephone conference with Dale Fletcher; prepare 293 
mediation statement; cdlculate amounts 
Zennerlerad 
94.00 Review and revise redlaft  of Memorandum of Costs 292 
and Attorney Fees 
ZennerlBrad 
160.00 Organize File; filing 294 
zennerlerad 
107239.29 Zenner/Brad 
107239.29 Brad 6 Allason Zenner v. Holcomb Construction 
- 
Billable 780.08 107239.29 
Total 780.08 107239.29 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
322 Main Street 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
Attomey for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DSITRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, ) Case No. CV 03-000139 
) 
Plaintiffs, j 
MOTION TO DISALLOW 
v. ) ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
) 
LANCED. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) 
K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
1 
Defendants. 1 
COMES NOW Edwin L. Litteneker, attorney for Defendants, LANCE and JENNIFER 
HOLCOMB d/b/a HOLCOMB CONSTRUCTION, and moves the Court for an Order to Disallow 
Attomey Fees and Costs. 
This motion is based upon the Affidavit of Counsel and Memorandum in support of Motion 
which are filed simultaneously with this motion. 
DATED this 4 day of November 2007. 
MOTION TO DISALLOW 
ATTORNEY FEES & COSTS 
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
3 Mailed by regular fim class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
- Sent by facsimile 
S e n t  by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
- Hand delivered 
To: 
Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
n 
On this - 'day of November 2001 
- 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
MOTION TO DISALLOW 
ATTORNEY FEES & COSTS 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box 321 
322 Main Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
ISB No. 2297 
CATHY LARSON 
ClerkofDistricr C m  
BY f'Jlcofe r&n, 
DeputV 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DSITRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, ) Case No. CV 03-000139 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
) IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
v. ) TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY 
) FEES AND COSTS 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) 
K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Nez Perce 1 
EDWIN L. LITTENEKER, being frst duly sworn upon oath deposes and says: 
1.  I am an attorney with an office in Lewiston, Idaho and 1 represent Lance and 
Jennifer Holcomb in the above entitled matter. 
2. As of October 31,2007 the Holcomb's had incurred attorney's fees in this matter 
of $52,577.00 based upon hourly rates of $100.00 to $125.00 per hour. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTI~N 
TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS 
3. I am familiar with attorney's fee rates in Lewis County and have represented 
Lewis County specifically in matters at $150.00 per hour as well as representing other 
governmental entities at rates between $95.00 and $125.00 per hour for matters in Lewis County. 
4. A $235.00 per hour rate is not representative of the prevailing rate in Lewis 
County. 
5. . Further your affiant sayeth not. 
A 
L? DATED this day of November 2007. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of November, 2007. 
\ ,  
I 
L, .'' 
,\\1111111/,; h i a  ;i, . , 
* 3 GIBso + 0 , .. . ., . .. . \..\ d.,v:a$- + ~,,~lllllll//&~ 4 
* &* a**\ 6 + Notary Public fo& e stateeo"f?daho a + 5 z 2 S- - 2 Residing at Lewist n therein 
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~/ 
B 
My Commission Expires: 3-31-2009 
$ * + * * *'+ e0 .-' + 4 *%@ ~~~lll,llll\\\\~~$ (,F \ \\
o//l/,,r ,,,\\\\\' 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS 
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was: 
2 mailed by regular first class mail, 
and deposited in the United States 
Post Off~ce 
- sent by facsimile and mailed by regular 
first class mail, deposited in the 
United States Post Office 
- sent by Federal Express, overnight 
delivery 
- hand delivered 
to: 
Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
On this day of November, 2007. 
&fW 
Edwin Litteneker 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box 32 1 
322 Main Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, ) Case No. CV 03-000139 
Plaintiffs, 
1 
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
) OF MOTlON TO DlSALLOW 
) ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
j 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) 
K. HOLCOMB;d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
Defendants. 
1 
COME NOW the Defendants, LANCE and JENNIFER HOLCOMB d/b/a HOLCOMB 
CONSTRUCTION, by and through Edwin L. Litteneker, their attorney of record, and hereby 
submits this Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs to the 
Plaintiff as follows: 
Costs as a Matter of Right 
. . 
Service fees for witnesses who did not testify or were not called by the Plaintiff should 
not be awarded pursuant to LR.C.P 54(d)(l)(C)(2), specifically; 
Ed Poxleitner 11/17/06 $30.00 
Scott Jungert 1 1/07/06 $30:00 
Jim Zenner 1 1/07/06 $30.00 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISALLOW ATTORNEY FEES 1 Ofl378 
Steve Mesheshneck 10101107 $40.00 
Eric Hasenoehrl 1 010 1 I07 $40.00 
Jim Zenner 1 0102107 $40.00 
Further, the costs of service of a subpoena on its own expert should not be permitted 
(Terry Rudd,10101/07, $40.00). 
Discretionary Costs I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D) 
There is no showing as required by rule that any of the discretionary costs set out in the 
Plaintiffs Memorandum were "necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred." There is 
simply a conclusionary statement as to the .nature of the costs. There is no justice in imposing 
and of the discretionary costs on Mr. Holcomb, specifically the Rudd costs of $2,405.00 which is 
a duplication of the expert costs and substantially in excess of the costs permitted by I.R.C.P. 
The I.R.C.P. limitation in Exhibit costs is reasonable and an additional $1,448.50 in 
Exhibit production costs is excessive. Binders and index dividers in the amount of $1,437.12, 
for Exhibits that were shown graphically to the Jury is an excessive and unreasonable expense. 
The listing of additional costs which are not entitled to be awarded by rule does not form 
a basis for an award of those costs as discretionary costs nor should the Plaintiff receive an 
award of fees or costs simply based upon the cost of doing business. The photocopying, long 
distance, postage, facsimile transmission, mileage or mediator expenses are simply overhead 
expenses incurred in connection with being in the business of practicing law and should not be a 
basis for any award of fees or,costs to the Plaintiff'. 
. . 
Are the Zenner's the prevailing Party? 
The argument could be made that as a result of the Offer of Judgment made on 
September 11, 2007 for $35,000.00 that the Jury's Verdict of $40,000.00 means that the 
Zenner's did not prevail since they only received $5,000.00 more than the Offer of Judgment. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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In determining the reasonableness of an award of attorney's fees the Court is entitled to 
look at the result of the Trial. The Zenner's incurred attorney fees in the amount of $ 62,586.00 
subsequent to the $35,000.00 Offer of Judgment. It defies logic that there is any basis for an 
award of attorney's fees in the amount of $62,586.00 let alone $107,239.29 to increase a party's 
position $5,000.00 over an Offer of Judgment. 
Application of Rule 54(e)(3) Factors. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3) requires the Court to consider the following 
factors in determining the amount of an attorneys fees award: 
(A) The time and labor required. 
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. 
(C) The skill requisite to perfom the legal service properly and the experience and 
ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. 
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. 
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 
(J) Awards in similar cases. 
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research, (Computer Assisted Legal 
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case. 
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case. 
In order for the Court to assess the 12 factors of I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) the party requesting an 
award of attorneys fees should present to the Court in its Memorandum in Support of an award 
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of attorney. fees, the basis for an award considering all the factors of I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), not just 
several of the factors. It is necessary for the court to consider all of the factors, not just some of 
the factors, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). 
The Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and Affidavit of Attorney Fees sets out the time 
and labor required but offers no explanation of the time and labor necessary given the specifics, 
qiqueness or nature of the case as required by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(A). In a purely conclusionary 
fashion, the Memorandum sets out the alleged reasonableness of the fees but does not analyze or 
provide the Court any information on whether the alleged fees were reasonable and necessary 
fees or were the prevailing charges for like work, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(D), the amount involved and 
the results obtained, (G) or the undesirability of the case, (H), awards in similar cases, (J).' The 
Memorandum in Support of $107,239.29 for attorney's fees only addresses two of the factors set 
out in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). 
Acknowledging that an award of attorney's fees is discretionary with the Trial Court, the 
Idaho Supreme Court has indicated that Rule 54(e)(3) requires the Court to consider all factors 
plus any other factors the Court deems appropriate. In Lettunich v. Lettunich, 141 Idaho 425, 
111 P.3d 110 (2005) the court required more of the M~davit and Memorandum in Support of an 
award of attorney fees.2 
Further, the Idaho Court requires that in order to determine what prevailing charges are 
they must be done in a geographic context, not in a strata context, Lettunich, supra. The Court 
I The only reference in the Memorandum of Costs and Affidavit of Attorney Fees is "That the hourly rates charged 
for legal services above mentioned are reasonable'and were necessary for the defense of this case". (Memorandum 
of Costs and Affidavit of Attorney Fees, p. 5.) 
2 For one th'mg the affidavit Mike's counsel submitted essentially addresses only one criterion, I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(D), 
prevailing charges for like work and asserted that the fees were reasonable and necessarily incurred. These 
statements plus the billing sheets showing how much was billed do not equip the court with enough information to 
amve at a reasonable award. Lettunich v. Lettunich, 141 Idaho 436, 111 P.3d 110 (2005). 
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should consider what the prevailing rates are in the specific geographic area rather than what 
particular segment of the legal community may be charging. 
It is therefore necessary for Mr. Zenner to have analyzed what the prevailing rates are in 
Lewis County. The $235.00 an hour rate of lead counsel in this matter is substantially in excess 
of the prevailing rate. See Affidavit of Counsel. Mr. Holcomb was charged $100 to $125.00 per 
hour for attorney fees. Additionally consider that had this matter been taken on a contingent 
basis Mr. Zenner would be entitled to a an attorney's fee of $13,320.00 based on a one-third 
contingency. Finally, the Court can take federal notice that it recently appointed an attorney in 
an Idaho County murder case who being paid $65.00 per hour for his services. 
The Court i s  not entitled to rely upon the accuracy or reliability of the Detailed Fee 
Transaction File list submitted as an attachment to Counsel's Affidavit; For example on 
September 30, 2007 counsel spent ten hours preparing for Trial and the paralegal spent seventy 
hours preparing for Trial charging Mr. Zenner $7,950.00 for one day of work.3 
2065.002 09130107 1 26 P 19 235.00 10.00 2350.00 Continue file review; Preparation fortrial; 239 
Travcl toNezperm, Comnue trial preparation 
ZennerIBrad 
2065.002 09/30107 1 1  26 P 19 80.00 70.00 5600.00 Trial prep; call witnesses; telephone conferences 272 
wilh BIad 
Z e ~ c r B m d  
See Exhibit B, p. 12 of Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and Affidavit ofAnomeys Fees 
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Between October I and October 16, 2007, $39,569.00 was charged for attorney's fees 
and paralegal time for Trial time and Trial preparation. If the Court looks specifically at the 
October 16, 2007 charges, lead counsel charged for ten hours of time even though counsel did 
not wait to take the Jury Verdict, paralegal time was charged for fifteen hours and Mr. Mitchell's 
time was charged for eight hours totaling $4,830.00 in fees for one day of  rial? 
Additionally, there are fee entries on October 17, 18, and 22, 2007 for a "mediation 
statement" for three hours, for telephone calls with witnesses and gathering costs for two hours 
and for preparation of Mediation Statement for two hours at the attorney's rate and six hours for 
a telephone conference with Dale Fletcher and preparing a Mediation Statement. These charges 
are entirely unrelated to this litigation and clearly related to some other litigation involving Mr. 
Zenner and Mr. Fletcher. There would be no reason to charge Mr. Zenner for a Mediation 
Statement in connection with this case since the Jury's Verdict had already been entered.5 
2065.002 10116107 1 26 P 15 235.00 10.00 2350.00 Review file; Continue to prepare for 266 
wosscxamination of Lance Holwmb; Preparation 
of Closing Argument; Continue to prepare for 
Closing Argument; Review jury instruction issues; 
Travel tolfrom Nezpe.rce; Appearance for 
completion of evidence andjury instruction; 
Final argument 
Zennermrad 
2065.002 LO/I6/07 11 26 P 19 80.00 15.00 1200.00 Travel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 284 
preparations 
ZennerBrad 
2065.022 10116107 38 26 P 27 160.00 8.00 1280.00 Total hours haveled to and fromNezperce; wait 285 
and take jury's verdict 
ZennerlBmd 
S&.Exhibit 8, p. 13, of Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and ARidavit of Anomeys Fees 
2065.002 10117107 11 26 P 19 80.00 3.00 240.00 Gather wsts for Mediation Statement 289 
ZenneriBrad 
2065.002 10118107 1 26 P 19 235.00 2.00 470.00 Preparation of Mediation Statement 291 
Zeinerl~md 
2065.002 10/22/07 11 26 P 19 80.00 6.00 480.00 Telephone conference with Dale Fletchec prepare 293 
mediation statement; calculate amounts 
ZennerBrad 
See Exhibit B, pp. 13-14 of Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and Amdavit of Attorneys Fees 
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Further, there are charges for paralegals time at $75.00 and $80.00 per hour in a total 
amount of $33,317.00. Though it is discretionary according to Rule for the cow to determine 
whether paralegal charges should be assessed as attorney fees, there should be no charge for file 
organization or filing as paralegal time, for example as entered on October 23, 2007.~ 
Essentially one third of the attorney's fees presented by Mr. Zenner were based upon the actions 
of paralegals without showing that the services being provided were for paralegal work or for 
simply filing, file organization or making phone calls. Those are not paralegal services and 
should be treated as overhead and business operation expenses and are not awardable attorney's 
fees. Finally, paralegal fees are not contemplated to be awardable under I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), see 
Perkins v. US Transformer West, 232 Idaho 427, 974 P.24 73 (1999). 
Without Mr. Zenner offering any more information to the Court on the factors of I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(3) of the time and labor required and only a conclusion that the charges were reasonable 
and consistent with like work &d no other information being provided to the Court, there is no 
basis for an attorney's fee award of $107,239.29. 
Holcomb requests that these Objections as to costs be sustained and that no award of 
attorney fees be made for the non compliance with I.R.C.P. 54. 
DATED this k day of November 2007. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney for Defendants 
2065.002 lOLL3I07 11 26 P 19 80.00 2.00 160.00 OrganizeFile; filing 
ZenneriBrad 
See Exhibit 8, p. 14 of Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and Affidavit of Attorneys Fees 
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I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
2 Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
- Sent by facsimile and mailed by 
Regular first class mail, and 
Deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
- Hand delivered 
To: 'Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney 
PO Drawer 285 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
On this 4 day of November ZW7. 
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Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box 321 
322 Main Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
ISB No. 2297 
CATHY LARSQN 
Clerka D#lnctCaurl 
wnzw 
BY D- 
Attorney for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF, 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. 
ZENNER, 
) 
1 
) CASE NO. CV2003-000139 
Plaintiffs, 1 
v. 
) 
1 
) 
) NOTICE OF HEARING 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER 1 
K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
TO: Plaintiffs through their attorney of record, Paul Thomas Clark. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants by and through their attorney of record, Edwin 
L. Litteneker, will call on for hearing their Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Costs on the 
21" day of November 2007, at the hour of 2:30 p'.m., at the Lewis County Courthouse or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED t h i s 1  day 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney for the Defendants 
NOTICE OF HEARING 1 0 0 3 8 6  
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, 
and deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
- sent by facsimile 
- sent by Federal Express, overnight 
: delivery 
- hand delivered 
TO: Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney 
P.O. Drawer 285 
/1 Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
on this ' day of November 200'7. &RW 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
'AUL THOMAS CLARK 
jaho State Bar No. 1329 
:LARK and FEENEY 
ittorney for Plaintiffs 
h e  Train Station, Suite 201 
3" and Main Streets 
.O. Drawer 285 
,ewiston, Idaho 83501 
'elephone: (208) 743-9516 
CATHY CAWSQN 
Cicrk u/Oi,sr~i~~ Cow ... 
" i ~ l e s ~ ~ z e p  
BY - 
deput 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
RADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ENNER, husband and wife, Case No. CV 03-00139 
Plaintiffs, ) 
1 SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
vs. 1 PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
) 
ANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER 
. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Consttuction ) 
CATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
mnty of Nez Perce ) 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and says: 
I. I am the counsel of record for the above named Plaintiffs. 
2. I filed a Memorandum of Costs in this matter on October 23,2007. 
. . 3. Said Memorandum of Costs contained, as Exhibit "B", a printout of attorney fees. Fees not 
sociated with this case were mistakenly entered in the summary. The entries are for October 17,2007, 
:tober 18,2007 and October 22,2007, and refer to preparation of aMediation Statement. The total amount 
arged in error was $1,190. 
PPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL TEOMAS CLARK -1- 
LAW OFFICES OF 
0 0 3 $8  CLARK AND FEENEY 
4. The correct amount of attorney fees requested in the Memorandum of Costs should be 
~106,049.29. A corrected attorney fee summary is attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit '%''and incorporated 
1 
2 herein by reference. The total attorney fees on said Exhibit "A" is $106,109.29, however, at the time of 
I1 filing the original Memorandum of Costs, the last entry of $60 was not included in the total. 
4 11 FURTWER YOUR 4rt;FIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
By: 
~ t t o F . \ . ~  for Plaintiffs 
AFFIDAVIT 
LAW OFF3CES O F  
0 0 3 8 9  CLARK AND FEENEY 
LEWISTON. IDAHO B S M t  
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
T4 
l6 
17 
18 
19 
DATED this - D ?ay of November, 2007. 
* I -BY CERTIFY that on the fi day of November, 2 0 0  l caused to be served atme 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: + 
Edwh L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 321 
322MainSt. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
0 U.S. Mail 
0 Hand Delivered 
0 Overnight Mail 
IB/ Telecopy 
late: 11/13/07 il Fee Transaction File list 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Page: 1 
Client Date Tmkr Cat 
- --
2065.002 12/03/03 1 26 
H T B R  
Src P X c c ~ c d  
 ate 
A 3 195.00 
Ref # 
-
ARCH 39.00 Telephone conference with client regarding 
possible claim against Hochum Construction 
zenner/Brad 
195.00 Office conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
39.00 Tele~hone conference with client 
ARCH 
ARCH. 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennkr/Brad 
65.00 Review file; Preparation Of Complaint 
Zenne~/Brad 
81.25 Continued work on Complaint 
Zcnner/Brad 
48.75 Complete drafting Complaint; Initial draft of 
demand letter 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Complaint to 
sign and return 
ZennerlBrad 
60.00 Complete draft of demand letter 
ZennerlBrad 
58.50 Correspondence to Idaho County Sheriff to serve 
Complaint/Sunmons 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to Clerk of Court filing Affidavit 
of Service 
ARCH 
zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's February 4, 2004, letter and Notice 
of Appearance 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Deai 
Wullenwaher's letter to Edwin Litteneker dated 
ARCH 
zennerlirad. 
39.00 Telephone conference with client ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
0.30 58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Substitution of Counsel 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 0.30 58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Order for 
Pretrial Scheduling Order 
ZennerlBrad 
0.30 58.50 Correspondence to Dean wullenwaber 
Brnnerlerad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
. . .. . . - . . . --
0.30 58.50 Corresoondence to client forvardinq Dean 
wulle<waher's latter .of March 1, 2604 
Zennerlerad 
0.30 58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
Answer and Demand for Jury Trial 
ZennerlBrad 
0.90 175.50 Preparation of Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrooatories to Defendants; Notice of Service; 
ARCH 
ARCH 
corresp;ndenoe to Clerk of the Court 
zenner/Brad 
0.20 39.00 Telephone conference with client ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerlerad 
0.30 58.50 Office conference with client 
ZennerlBrad 
0.75 56.25 Meeting with client to review witnesses and 
exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
1.75 131.25 Prepare Plaintiff's Pretrial Statement; organize 
and copy exhibits 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
2.00 150.00 Office conference with client; revise Pretrial 
Statement; Correspondence to the Caerk of the 
Court filing Pretrial Statement 
ZennerlBead 
ARCH 
m 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
0.25 18.75 Memo to the rile3 review of file 
ZennerlBrad 
0.20 39.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 39.00 Telephone conference with client (2) 
ZennerlBcad 
0.20 39.00 Telephone conference with Lunette Porter 
zennerlarad 
0.20 39.00 Telenhone conference with Dean Wullenwaber 
Zennkrlerad 
0.30 58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
First Compliance 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 58.50 Correspondence to Clerk of the Court forwarding 
Parties 1st Attempt at Discovery Plan 
ARCH 
ZennarlBrad 
0.30 58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Dean 
, ullenwaber's letter of April 19, 2004 $30424 ennerlerad 
0.20 39.00 Telephone conference with Dean Wullenwaber 
- ,- . 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ate: 11/13/07 -1 Fee Trat 
CLARK i 
lsaction File List 
and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Src P x c C T c ~  
 ate 
A 19 125.00 
Client Date Tmkr Cat 
-- --
2065.002 04/21/04 35 26 
2065.002 04/22/04 1 26 
Ref P 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
62.50 Preparation for and attend Scheduling Conference 
zennerlsrad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
order 
-...
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
Order 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
56.25 Office conference with Brad Zenner ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
37.50 Organize documents from opposing counsel 
Zenner/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Dean 
Wullenwaber's letter of June 3, 2004 
ZennerlBrad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel 
ARCH 
zennerlerad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Litteneker's letter dated June 8, 2004 
zenner/srad 
58.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
15.00 Telephone conferepce with client 
zenner/Brad 
187.50 
zennerlerad 
150.00 GO through documents received from Defendants; 
organize and put in notebook 
zenner/Brad 
ARCH 300.00 neeting with client; memo to file; organize 
docmentation to prepare Answers to Discovery 
ZennerlBrad 
18.75 Office conference with client ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
206.25 Create notebook of documents; index and tab; 
prepare answers to discovery 
ZennerlBrad . 
58.50 Reviev draft of plaintiff's Answers to 
Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories 
zenner/Brad 
206.25 Telephone conferenoe with client; revise Answers 
to Discovecv; review file 
ARCH 
zennerlarad- 
187.50 Prepare Final Answers to Discovery; copy 
photographs; organize exhibits; prepare Notice of 
Service and Correspondence to the clerk of the 
COUrt 
Zennee/Brad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Littenker's September 1, 2004, letter 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZannerlBrad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
58.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker regarding 
inspection of home 
ZennerlBrad 
39.00 TeleDhona conference with Detective Natt Erickson ARCH 
ARCH 
zen&r/~rad 
58.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's letter dated September 10, 2004 
. Zennec/Br.ad 
58.50 Corcespondence to Ed Litteneker ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
RRCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
18.75 Telephone conference with client; memo to file 
Zenner/Brad 
195.00 Office conference with client 
zennerl~rad 
60.00 Research damages letter. 
ZennerlBrad 
150.00 Research damages 
Zenner/Bcad 
135.00 Research; Correspondence to client regarding 
elements of damaoes in a construction case 
ZennerlBrad 
55.50 Telephone conference with client; memo to file ARCH 
ARCH 
zennir/Brad 
15.00 Edit letter regarding how damages will be 
calculated 
ZennerlBrad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennir/Bead 
39.00 Telephone conference with client; Memorandum to 
0 0 3 9 Z:er/B,d
78.00 Brief conference with client to provide 
additional documentation and issues reoaedina 
ARCH 
rate: 11713/07 Detail Fee Transaction File list 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Client Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- -- -
Ref I 
-
Zenner/Brad 
39.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZenncrlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
. 
112.50 Prepare Discovery Questions/Requests for 
Pr~duction; review documentation and notes 
Zenner/Brad 
90.00 Research on whether or not State Building 
Inspector is liable for his negligence 
ARCH 
Zen"er/Brad 
165.00 Research whether we can hold the Building 
Inspector liable for negligence 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
90.00 Research whether Building Inspector can be liable 
for negligence 
zenner/Brad 
42.00 Tele~hone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
~enner/8rad 
63.00 Correspondence to client regarding mediation 
zennerj~rad 
165.00 Research; Memorandum regarding building inspectof 
liability 
ZennerlBrad 
~ 
75.00 Complete research and drafting Memorandum 
reaardins buildins inspector liability 
ARCH 
. . 
zenner/Brad 
89.00 Cocrespondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's letter dated March 4, 2005 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
42.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's Warch 15, 2005, letter and 
Stipulation to Vacate Trial 
Zennec/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to Edwin Litteneker returning 
executed Stipulation to Vacate Trial 
zenner/Brad 
252.00 Conference with client at home to review 
construction defects 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client 
zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding George 
Reinhacdt's March 21, 2005, letter 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
42.00 Review infomation from Master Mark Plastic 
ZennerlBrad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZennerlBrad 
168.75 Office confezence with client; review file for 
infomation to start Mediation Packet 
Zenner/Brad 
300.00 Review information to begin Mediation Statement 
ZennerlBrad 
600.00 Ptepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
ZennerlBrad 
600.00 Prepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerlerad 
600.00 Prepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
ZennerlBrad 
105.00 Review draft Mediation Statelnant 
ZennerIBrad 
712.50 Prepare Mediation Statement; scan photographs 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to Judge Reinhardt 
112.50 Telephone conference with client x2; telephone 
calls to All Weather Roofing x2; Prepare 
Correspondence to Judge Reinhardt 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
-. - 
945.00 Review file; Preparation for mediation; 
Conference with client to prepare for mediation; 
Appearance at mediation 
ZenneclBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to client fowarding Ed 
Litteneker's May 19, 2005, letter re: rescheduled 
mediation date 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
28.00 Appearance at telephonic scheduling conference. ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
. .* , Scheduling Conference ! ZennerlBrad 
.63.00 Correspondence to client forwardinq Edwin ARCH 
Detail Fee Transaction File List 
CLI\F\K and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Src P X C C Tcd Rate Client Date TmkrCat -- --
2065.002 05/10/05 1 26 
Hours 
0.30 63.00 Draft correspondence to Ed Litteneker advising 
the 18th of May will not work for the inspection 
ZannerlBrad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Judge Reinhardt 
ZannerlBrad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Ref t 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with George Reinhardt 
zenner/srad 
3.50 735.00 Review file: Travel tolfron client's home in 
Nelperce; Extended wait at client's hame while 
defense evaluated Property 
~. 
Zenner/Brad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Terry Rudd 
zennerlerad 
0.50 105.00 Appearance at telephonic status conference 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Hearina lteleahonic status conference1 
. . 
zennerj~rad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Terry Rudd ARCH 
ARCH 
zenn;r/~rbd 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to Judge Reinhardt and Ed 
Litteneker regarding available dates for 
rescheduling mediation 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.OO'Corresnondence to client re: mediation date ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerj~rad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Judge 
Reinhardt's May 31, 2005 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendants 
Second Set of Interrogatories and Request for 
Production 
ARCH 
ZeMerlBrad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of ARCH 
Scheduling Conference 
ZeMer/Brad 
0.75 56.25 Draft PlaintiffSs Answers to Defendant's 2nd 
Interrogatories, Request for i\dmissions and 
Request for Production, Telephone call to clients 
leaving message 
ARCH 
ZeMerlBrad 
1.25 93.15 Revise and final Plaintiff's Answers to 
Defendant's Second Interrogatories; Notice of 
Service and Corres~ondence to the Clerk of the 
ARCH 
Court; talephone'conference to Terry Rudd leaving 
message: telephone conference with Btad Zenner 
and Terry Rudd 
Zenner/Brad 
1.75 131.25 Telephone conference with client; Office 
conference with client and Terry Rudd; revise 
information for mediation; memo to file 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client fowarding Ed 
Litteneker.~ Jun 23, 2005, letter and enclosure 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
0.40 84.00 Extended telephone conference with Terry Rudd 
regarding issues and facts of case 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
- . .  - . - - - -
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to Reinhardt 
ZennerlBrad 
3.50 735.00 Review file; Preparation for mediation; 
Appearance for extended mediation 
zennerlerad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Hearing (status conference) 
ARCH 
zenner/Brad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with George Reinhardt 
ZennerlBrad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerlerad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client 
ZenneriBrad 
0.35 49.00 Appearance at telephonic scheduling conference 
vith Judge Bradbury and Mr. Littneker 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Corres~ondence to client regarding trial date ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenneri~rad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to olient forwarding Scheduling 
Order 
ZennerlBrad 
0.49 TO Oorrect finance charge change from reversal ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
75 Telephone conference vith client; review fax 
0 -" ,= "a m-,..%-.- - - - *  . .  .. . 
ate: 11f13/07 Detail Fee Transaction File List 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Takr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate Client Date - -
2065.002 12/19/05 
Ref t 
-
ARCH 420.00 Office conference with client to review file to 
prepare for trial 
Zenner/Brad 
181.50 Meeting with client to go through exhibits and 
witnesses on Holcomb case 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Prepare Pretrial Statement 
ARCH 
RRCH 
ARCH 
Zennerl~rad 
375.00 Prepare pretrial compliance; Prepare Request for 
Admissions; go through exhibits and make list 
Zenner/Brad 
487.50 Prepare Request for Admission; organize exhibits 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
-.... ~ 
147.00 Review draft Plaintiff's First Set of Request for 
Admissions and Second Sot of Interrogatories to 
Defendant 
Zenner/Brad 
180.00 Research regarding jury instructions ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
150.00 Preparation of Jury Instructions 
ZennerlBrad 
60.00 Continued preparation of Jury Instructions 
ZennerlBrad 
60.00 Research iury instructions 
zennerl~rid - 
656.25 Prepare Exhibit List and Pretrial Compliance; 
correspondence to the Clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's December 29. 2005, letter 
ARCH 
Zennerlarad 
131.25 Telephone conference with client; telephone 
conference with Terry Rudd x2; e-mail to Deb 
Dhlenkott x4 regarding testifying; print 
Mediation Statement to fax to Deb Uhlenkott; make 
copy foe Terry Rudd of Mediation Statement and 
Ao~raisal 
ARCH 
idnnerl~rad 
42.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
64.00 Appearance at telephonic scheduling conference 
with Ed Litteneker and Judw Bradbury 
zanner/Bcad 
56.25 Conference with Terry Rudd; print mediation 
statement for him; review file for appraisal 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of ARCH 
Hearing 
Zenner/Brad 
210.00 Office conference with Terry Rudd ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
60.00 Office conference vith Terry Rudd and Tom Clark 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Correspondence to Edwin LittenekK regarding 
Valkanp appraisal 
Zenner/Brad 
63.00 Corres~ondence to client forwarding Seller's ARCH 
~rope;ty Disclosure Corn 
Zenher/~rad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendants' 
Answers to Plaintiff's FIrst Set of Requests for 
missions and Second Set of Interrogatories 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to Client rorwarding Deb 
Dhlenkott's Invoice 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Hearing 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's January 12, 2006, letter 
ZennerlBrad 
0.30 63..00 Corres~ondence to Terrv Rudd forwarding Seller's 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Pxoperty Disclosure Form 
ZennerlBrad 
0.30 42.00 Telephone conference with Judge Bradbury ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennerl~rad 
0.20 42.00 Telephone conference with Edwin Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling ARCS 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Order 
ZennerlBrad 
0.30 63.00 Correspondence to Judge Bradbury to reset trial 
date 
Zenner/Brad 
0.36); 9 ,:; 26300 nppearance at telephonic scheduling conierince 
. -. 
Zenner/Brad 
Fee Transaction File List 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
SrrGccJ Rate Client Date Tmkr Cat 
-- --
2065.002 03/23/06 1 26 
Am+"! 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
Order 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 Correspondence to Edwin Litteneker 
Ref # 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
zenqerj~rad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's nay 16, 2006, letter 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's May 23, 2006, letter 
Zenner/Brad 
132.00 Preparation of Notice of Deposition - Lance 
Holcomb; Correspondence to Clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
18.75 Telephone conference with client; memo to the 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
file 
Zennec/Brad 
132.00 Office conference withclient to prepare for 
depositions 
Zenner/Brad 
220.00 Review file in pieparation for Holconb deposition 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
1650.00 Review file; Preparation for Lance Holconb 
depositio~; Appearance at Brad Zenner deposition: 
Conference with client 
ZenncrlB~ad 
- . ... . . . .-. 
132.00 preparation of Notice of Continuation of Taking 
Deoosition Duces Tecw of Lance Holconb; 
~o;respondence to Clerk of the Court 
Zennez/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Continuing Deposition 
ZennerIBrad 
44.00 Teleohone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zenkrlarad 
18.75 Telephone conference with client; memo to file 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
, Littenekerrs September 12, 2006, letter and 
enclosures 
Zennec/Brad 
37.50 Telephone conference vith client x2; telephone 
conference with M Litteneker 
ARCH 
Zennec/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
ZennerlBrad 
440.00 Review file in preparation for Brad Zenner's 
deposition; Various settlement discussions 
ZennerlBrad 
37.50 Meeting with Brad; print off mediation statement 
and talk about a settlement proposal 
Zenner/Brad 
37.50 Teleohone conference vith client x2; memo to file 
ARCH 
ARci 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennhrlsrad 
66.00 Preparation of Settlement Demand to Ed Litteneker 
zenner/Brad 
18.75 Telephone conference with client; revise 
correspondence 
Zennerlarad 
66.00 Conference with Ed Litteneker 
zenner/Brad 
132.00 Preoaration of Notice of Continuation of 
ARCH 
ARCH 
~epkition of Lance Holcomb; Correspondence to 
Clerk of the Court 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's October 24, 2006, letter 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
14.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
44.00 Teleohone conference with client 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennkr/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding Notice of 
Taking Deposition of Brad Zenner 
ZennerlBrad 
220.00 Review trial exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
112.50 Telephone call to client; review file 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 0.50 110.00 Review file, witness list to decide who we are 
oing to subpoena for trials Preparation of 0 0 0 9 ~5~n2:ymStztement 
"-"- 
3.25 455.00 Research and draft jury instructions 
Zennerlerad 
. en" -. --.-. , - . . .  
ARCH 
. - 
Detai 1 Fee Transaction File List 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
src P X C C Tcd paee Client Date Tmkr Cat -- -- Hours - Ref t -
Zenner/~rad 
66 .00  Review file ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennec/Brad 
154.00 Review and revise jury instructions 
ZennerlBrad 
300.00 Review file; Find name for Ton of Rhino Decking 
Reoresentative; telephone call to Terrv Rudd 
zekner/Brad 
264.00 Prepare Amended Pretrial Camplianoe and 
Correspondence to the Clerk of the Court, 
Supplemental Jury Instructions and Correspondence 
to the Clerk of the Court 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
126.00 Prepare Subpoenas for witnesses 
Zenn~rlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
. ~.~ 
66.00 Correspondence to client forwarding original 
deposition transcript 
Zenner/Brad 
337.50 Take Subpoenas to the Idaho County Courthouse to' 
be served; telephone conference with client; 
review file; meeting with Tom regarding. Exhibits 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
44.00 Telephone conference with client 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
550.00 ~evie" file and exhibits; Start trial DreDaration 
Zenner/Brad 
44.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
zennerl~rad 
770.00 Review file; Trial preparation; Work on Voir 
Dire. Opening Statement and reviewing Exhibits 
zenner/Bead 
264.00 Prepace correspondence to Idaho County Sheriff 
for service of subpoena; prepare subpoena foc Ed 
Weboff; prepare Correspondence to Cleanrater 
County sheriff for service of subpoenas; 
correspondence to Gene Reno for service of 
process on Steve Meshnick and Eric Hasenaerhl - 
Proaressi~e Eneineerinu Group 
ARCH 
zen;er/srad - 
450.00 Neeting with client to prepare for trial; revise 
trial schedule; copy cd for exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 Appearance telephonic pretrial conference 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
66.00 Corres~ondence to client 
zenneri~rad 
487.50 Telephone conference with Josh Kreissler: 
telephone conference with client; update trial 
schedulei xeview file; prepare additional 
exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
660.00 Correspondence to witnesses advising of 
continuance x 10 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
440.00 Continue trial preparation; Work on opening 
statement and outline of questions for deposition 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 
~ 
66 .00  Correspondence to client forwarding Scheduling 
Order 
ZennerlBrad 
44.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennerl~rad 
0 . 2 0  44.00 Telephone conference with Michelle Blight at 
Progressive Engineering 
Zennerlerad 
0 . 2 0  1 5 . 0 0  Telephone call t o  client advising of deposition 
reschedule 
ARCH 
zenner/Brad 
3 . 5 0  710.00 Work OD case and orqanize file and exhibits ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
0 . 5 0  37.50 Telephone conference with client; telephone 
conference with Ed litteneker's office regarding 
rescheduling depositions 
ZennerlRrad .. 
0.40 3 0 . 0 0  E-mail with Eric Haseneorhl formerly of 
Prosressive Eneineerinq x i  
ARcn 
ARCH Organize file and create subfiles; e-mails with 
Eric ~asenoethl; telephone call with Ed 
Litteneker's office rescheduling depositions x2 
ZenneelBrad 
ARCH Research on Session law changes; Title 44 Chapter 
23 repealed. Telephone conference with Idaho 
State Law Library x2; review of fax 
Zenner/Erad 
Correspondence to client forwarding Edwin 
Litteneker's November 29,  2006, letter 
ARCH 
mate: 11/13/07 Detail Fee Transaction file list 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
Client Date Tmkr Cat Src P X C C Tcd Rate 
-- --- -
2065.002 11/30/06 1 26 A 19 220.00 
Ref % 
-
ARCH 
Hours -
0.90 198.00 Preparation of Second hnded Notice of 
Deposition Duces Tecum; Correspondence to the 
Clerk of the Court 
. Zenner/Brad 
1.251 93.75 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker's office; 
telephone conference with Josh Kreissleri 
telephone conference with Clearwater Reporting; 
telephone conference with client; make copies of 
documentation to send to Sosh Kreissler 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
264.00 Preparation of Notice of Deposition; Subpoena 
DUC~S TeCUm and Correspondence to the Clerk of 
the Court filing Notice; correspondence to Josh 
ARCH 
Kreissler 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 Identify exhibits for Josh Kreissler's deposition 
zennerlerad 
ARCH 
ARCH 22.00 Brief conference with Judge Bradbury regarding 
scheduling 
ZennarlBrad 
66.00 Correspondence to Edwin Litteneker ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennsr/Brad 
44.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
ZennerlBrad 
44.00 Conference call with Judge Bradbury and Ed 
Litteneker 
ZenneclBrad 
66.00 Correspondence to client 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 60.00 Telephone conference with Ed Littneker and his 
office x3; telephone conference with client 
ZennerlBrad 
990.00 Review file in preperation for Brad Zenner 
deposition; Appearance at deposition 
ZsnnerlBrad 
ARCH 
18.15 Review file 
Zenner/Brad 
15.00 Telephone conference with client 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Review file from Lewis County Planning and Zoning 
ZennerlBrad 
66.00 ~orrei~ondence to Gerald Arnren, Architect 
Zenned~rad 
132.00 Preparation of Certification; Correspondence to 
Lewis County Planning and Zoning 
Zenner/Brad 
66.00 Correspondence to client fowarding deposition of 
Bradlev Zenner 
ARCH 
zennerj~rad 
66.00 Correspondence to Eric Kasenoerhl forwarding 
reports to him 
ARCH 
zenner/Bcad 
225.00 Outline deposition of Brad Zenner 
ZennerlBrwI 
ARCH 
ARCH 
. . .. . .  . .. . -. 
220.00 Review file in preparation for Josh Kreissler and 
Lance Holcomb depositions 
Zenner/Brad 
44.00 Telephone conference with Ed ~itteneker 
ZennerlBrad 
56.25 Copy documents for Deposition; telephone call'to 
Josh Kreisler 
Zenner/Brad 
660.00 Review filei Complete preparation for 
depositions; Appearance at deposition of Josh 
Kreissler 
Zenner/Brad 
37.50 Hark additional exhibits andcapy for deposition 
ZeMer/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to client 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
RRCR 
ZennerlBrad 
40.00 Telephone conference with client x2; memo to file 
Zenner/Brad 
40.00 Telephone conference with client x2; review file 
ZennerlBrad 
41.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZennerlBrad 
0.20 47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker and Judge 
Bradbury to address Ed Litteneker's Motion to 
Vacate and Continue Trial 
ZennerlBrad 
0.75 60.00 Review information for Clearwater Building 0 0 0 9 7 Inspector code violations 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 70.50 Correspondence to Dale Fletcher 
zennerlerad 
ARCH 

Fee Transaction File List 
CLARK and FEENEY 
H T B R  
srd P x c c T C ~  pate Client Date Tmkr Cat -- --
2065.002 08/22/07 1 26 70.50 Correspondence to olient fofwarding Ed 
Litteneker's letter of August 20. 2007 
Zenner/Brad 
120.00 Review file and research potential violation of 
the Idaho Consumer Protection Act. 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker 
Ref t 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennar/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Ed 
Litteneker's letter of August 23, 2007 
Zenner/Bcad 
47.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZennerlErad 
ARCH 
ARCH 70.50 ~arresDondence to Ed Litteneker reuardinu Offer 
of sudhent 
ZennerlBrad 
80.00 Research and prepare fox trial 
Zenner/Brad 
117.50 Appearance at pretrial conference; Correspondence 
ARCH 
ARCH 
to client 
Zenner/Brad 
20.00 Telephone conference with client; memo to file 
ZennerlBrad 
680.00 Outline dewsitions (2) of Lance Holcomb 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/~rad 
235.00 Review file at Farm Credit Services; Appearance 
for taking of deposition of representative of 
Farm Credit Services 
Zenner/Brad 
117.50 Teleohone conference with Terrv Rudd ARCH 
ARCH 
zennbr/~rad 
140.00 Meeting with client; telephone call to Terry 
Rudd; memo to file 
Zenner/Brad 
94.00 Review Terry Rudd Appraisal 
Zennerlerad 
ARCH 
ARCH 160.00 Telephone call with client; telephone conference 
with Terry Rudd x2; office conference with Terry 
Rudd; review report of Terry Rudd 
Zenner/Brad 
211.50 Prepare Third Supplemental Answers to Discovery, 
Notice of Service and Correspondence to the Clerk 
of the Court 
ARCH 
EennerlBrad 
20.00 Telephone conference with Brad; memo to file ARCH 
AncH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Dale Fletcher 
ZennerlBrad . -. -.
260.00 Telephone conference with Brad; nemo to file; 
rev iew file fox exhibits for depositions of 
Meshischnek and Fletcher 
Zenner/Brad 
822.50 Review file in preparation for Dale Fletcher and 
Steve Meshisnek's deposition; Appearance at 
deoositions ~ . . ~  ~ 
Zenner/Brad 
48.00 Review witness file of Dale Fletcher and Steve 
Meshnek; attend deposition at Ed Litteneker's 
Office 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
3.75 300.00 Meeting with client; prepare outlipe; watch tape 
and summarize; telephone conference with Wasem's 
ZennerIBrrd 
ARCH 
ARCH 
- . ... . - . .. . --
0.30 70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding First Amended 
Offer of Judment 
Zenner/Brad 
1.00 160.00 Research and prepare jury instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
0.25 40.00 Work on jury instructions 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
4.00 940.00 Review file; Preparation for continuation of Josh 
Kressler's deposition; Travel to/from Coeur 
d8Alene; Appearance at deposition; Memorandum to 
file 
ZennerlErad 
8.75 700.00 Telephone conference with Carol at Lewis County - 
leaving message; work on trial prep; telephone 
conference with Dale Fletcher; update trial 
schedule 
ARCH 
Zennerjsrad 
4.50 360.00 Telephone conference with Carol at Lewis County 
Planning and Zoning x2 ;  work on trial prep; 0 0 C/ 9 9 e-mail to Brad 
Zenner/Brad 
0.75 60.00 Outline deposition of Josh Kreyssler taken 
9/13/07 -. 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Fee Transaction File List 
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-
Kreyssler video deposition transcript 
Zenner/Brad 
460.00 Telephone conference with Nicole at Lewis County 
XZ regarding Jury and'Instructions; Prepare 
mended Pretrial Statement; copy exhibits; update 
exhibit list 
Zenner/Brad 
16.00 e-mail to client 
ZennerlBrad 
60.00 Telephone conference with client x2; memo to file 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
80.00 Trial Preo 
zenner/~&d 
80.00 Outline deposition Dale J. Fletcher 
ZennerlBrad 
240.00 Outline deposition of Brad Zenner taken 8/3/06 
Zenner/Brad 
20.00 Telephone conference With client; memo to file 
Zenner/Brad 
40.00 Preparation for trial and related research 
Zenner/Brad 
141.00 Preparation of Objection to Liotion for Leave to 
File an Amended Complaint; Correspondence to 
Clerk of the Court 
Zenner/Brad 
70.50 Correspondence to client forwarding Defendant's 
Motion for Leave to File an Amended Com~laint 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBead 
352.50 Review file; Trial preparation 
zennerlsrad 
141.00 Prepare Pretrial Statement and Correspondence to 
the Clerk of the Court 
zennerlerad 
70.50 PreDare Corres~ondence to the Clerk of the Court 
foriarding additional exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
140.00 Review information; revise trial schedule and 
exhibit list 
ZennerlBrad 
120.00 Research and draft objection to defendant's 
motion for leave to mend answer 
ZennerlBrad 
320.00 Research in preparation of drafting pretrial 
compliance 
Zenner/Brad 
40.00 Meeting with Steve Meshishnek; memo to file; 
telephone call with; telephone conferences with 
witnesses 
ZennerlBrad 
5.25 420.00 Telephone conference with Steve Meshishnek; 
organize file; prepare binder covers; update 
exhibit list; telephone conference with Carol at 
Lewis County Planning and Zoning 
ZennerlBrad 
ARCH 
ARCH 0.60 141.00 Prepare Joint Pretrial Order; Correspondence to 
the-Clerk of the Court 
Zennec/Br'ad 
0.20 41.00 Review and organize pleadings ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zennec/Brad 
2.00 160.00 Outline deposition Steve Meshishnek 
zennerlerad 
2.00 470.00 Review file; Trial ore~aration 
- .  
ZennerlB~ad 
0.30 70.50 Correspondence to cliebt forwarding Defendant's 
~eqnesi Jury Instructions 
zennerl~rad- 
1.00 160.00 Pretrial research and draft; review Judge's jury ARCH 
Statement 
ZennerlBrad 
1.00 160.00 Research and draft proposed supplemental jury 
instructions reaardina buildinq code violations 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
0.50 80.00 Research and draft proposed civil case script 
that the Judge will read to the jury 
ZennerlBrad 
0.75 120.00 Draft supplemental proposed jury instructions and 
research 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZenncrlBrad 
2.00 410.00 Review file; Conference with client to prepare ARCH 
for trial 0 0 1 0 0 ZennerlBrad 9.50 760.00 Telephone call with Steve Mesheshneck leaving ARCH 
message; trial prep 
ZennerlBrqd 
. 7.. .." .A . . . .  . . 
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-- - - - - - e m -  -
Hours Rm- 
-
Complaint 
ZennerlBrad 
1.00 160.00 Continue drafting and editing supplemental jury 
instruction* 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
705.00 Continue trial review and trial preparation; Work 
on opening statement; Review exhibits 
Zenner/Brad , . 
960.00 Trial Preparations 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
1175.00 Continue trial preparation; Review and orqanize 
file; Prepare anticipated examination of 
witnesses; Work on Voir Dice; Extended conference 
with client to prepare for trial 
Zenner/Brad 
41.00 Telephone oonference with Ed Litteneker 
Zenner/Brad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker. (2) 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
470.00 Continue trial preparation; Review exhibits 
ZennerlBrad 
41.00 Teleohone conference with Ed Litteneker 
~ennkrl~rad 
920.00 Trial prep; call witnesses; telephone conferences 
with Brad 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 09/29/07 1 26 A 19 235.00 2.00 470.00 Review depositions; Trial preparation 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 09/30/01 1 26 A 19 235.00 10.00 2350.00 Continue file review; Preparation for trial; 
Travel to NezDerce; Continue trial preparation 
ARCH 
ARCH 
~ ~ 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 09/30/07 11 26 A 19 80.00 70.00 5600.00 Trial prep; call witnesses; telephone conferences 
with Brad 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad . - 
2065.002 10/01/07 1 26 A 1235.00 0.30 10.50 Telephone conference with Terry Rudd 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 10/01/07 1 26 A 1235.00 0.30 70.50 Telephone conference with Dale Fletcher 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zenner/~rad 
2065.002 10/01/07 1 26 A 15 235.00 10.00 2350.00 &view file; Trial preparation; Appearance for 
selection of jury and opening statement; Commence 
Brad Zenner direct testimony; Travel back to 
Lewiston; Continue trial Preparation 
ZennerlBrad 
2065.002 10/01/07 11 26 A 19 80.00 10.50 840.00  rial prep; Jury Selection ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
2065.002 10/02/07 1 26 A 19 235.00 10.00 2350.00 Continue file review in preparation for trial; 
Travel to and from Nezperce; Appearance at second 
dav of trieli Direct and cross-examination of 
~ a i e  Fletcher 
ZennerlBrad 
2065.002 10/02/07 11 26 A 19 80.00 13.50 1080.00 Travel to and r o m  Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 10/03/07 1 26 A 19 235.00 10.00 2350.00 Continued trial preparation; Travel and from 
NeroerCe: moearance for continuation of trial; 
~i&ct and sass-examination of Terry Rudd; 
Direct and cross-examination of Ed Wenhoff; 
Direct and partial cross-examination of Gerald 
ATnzen 
ZennerlBrad 
2065.002 10/03/01 11 26 A 19 80.00 8.00 640.00 Travel to and from Nerperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 10/04/07 1 26 A 30 235.00 12.00 2820.00 Review file; Continued trial preparation; Travel 
to and from Nezperce; Appearance at court trial 
ARCH 
ARCH 
. . 
ZennerlBrad 
2065.002 10/04Y07 11 26 ' A 19 80.00 11.75 940.00 Travel to and from Nczperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
ARCH 
zennerlsrad 
2065.002 10/06/07 38 26 A 30 160.00 0.25 40.00 Review Judge's proposed jury instructions ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenncr/Brad 
2065.002 10/08/07 1 26 A 19 235.00 2.00 470.00 Work on final argument; Continue trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 10/08/07 1 26 A 19 80.00 3.50 280.00 Trial Preparations ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerl~cad 
2065.002 10/09/07 1 26 A 15 235.00 12.00 2820.00 Review file; Preparation for direct examination 
of Brad Zenner; Work on closing argument; Travel 
to/from Nezperce; Appearance at full day of 
trial; Work on jury instructions; CoMnence 
preparation for Lance Holcomb and Dean Vahlkanp's 
testimony 
Zenner/Brad 
2P65.002 10/09/07 11 26 A 19 80.00 7.5419 q40j00 Travel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
2065.002 10/10/07 38 26 A 19 160.00 1.50 240.00 work on jury instructions 
ARCH 
ARCH 
'ate: 11/13/07 Detail Fee Transaction File List 
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2065.002 10/10/07 
2065.002 10/10/07 
Tmkr Cat 
--
38 26 
38 26 
* ( 
200.00 Travel to/from Nezperce; attend trial 
Zenner/Brad 
80.00 Continua drafting proposed jury instructions and 
research 
Ref R 
-
ARCH 
ARCH 
ZennerlBxad 
2820.00 Continue trial preparation; Travel tolfrom 
' Nezperce; Appearance for completion of 
examination of Brad Zenner; Direct and 
cross-examination of Allason Zenner; Continue 
ARCH 
trial preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
880.00 Travel to and frotn Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
440.00 Work on trial, including proposed jury 
instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
2820.00 Review file; Preparation f o r  .cross-examination af 
defen~e witnesses; Travel to/from Nezperce; 
Appearance for full day of trial 
Zenner/Brad 
760.00 Travel to and from Nezpecce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
Zennerlsrad 
2820.00 Review file; Continue trial preparations; Work on 
final argument; Work on cross-examination of 
Lance Holcomb and Ty Reuter; Travel tolfrom 
Nezperce; Appearance for trial 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
Zenkerlsrad 
47.00 Telephone conference with Judge Bradbury's clerk 
regarding jury instructions 
Zenner/Brad 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
47.00 Telephone conference with Ed Litteneker regarding 
iurv instruction issue 
. .
ZennerlBrad ' 
560.00 Research implied warranty of workmanlike manner, 
damages, and applicable instructions 
ZennerlBrad 
560.00 Travel to and from Neeperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
Zenner/Brad 
587.50 Work on final argument and cross-examintion of 
Lance Holcomb 
Zenner/Brad 
320.00 Trial Preoarations 
zennerlei-ad 
2820.00 Review file; Continue trial preparation for 
cross-examination of lance Holcomb; Preparation 
of closing argument; Travel to/from Nezperce; 
Appearance at examination of Lance Holoomb 
ZennerlBrad 
80.00 Research Defendant's jury instructions re 
building code and whether or not a certificate of 
OCNpanCy was required to be issued pursuant to 
the code 
ARCH 
ZennerlBrad 
0.20 47.00 Telephone conference with client 
ZennerlBracl 
12.00 960.00 Travel to and from Nez~erce; attend trial; trial 
ARCH 
RRCH 
- .  
Zenner/Brad 
10.00 Z350.00 Review file; Continue to prepare for 
cross-examination of Lance Holcomb; Preparation 
of Closing Argument; Continue to prepare £or 
closing Argument; Review jury instruction issues; 
Travel to/from Nezperce; Appearance for 
completion of evidence and jury instruction; 
Final aroument 
ARCH 
zenner/B;ad 
15.00 1200.00 Travel to and from Nezperce; attend trial; trial 
preparations 
ARCH 
iennerlarad 
8.00 1280.00 Total hours traveled to and from Nezperce; wait 
and take jury's verdict 
Zenner/Brad 
0.30 70.50 Corresoondence to client forwarding Verdict 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
zennerj~rad 
0.60 141.00 Preparation of Judgment on Verdict; 
Corre~pondence to Judge Bradbury 
zennerlerad 
0.30 70.50 Corresilondence to client forwardins Ed ARCH 
I,itte&kerqs far of October 18, 2001 0 0 zenner/Brad 
2.00 0. 0 Telephone calls with witnesses; gather costs 
Zsnner/Brad 
ARCH 
ARCH 0.20 47.00 Telephone conference with client 
",,""-,.,=--a 
ate: 11/13/07 letail Fee Transaction File List : 14 
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Client Date Tmkr Cat Src F X C C Tcd . Hours 
-- --------  
Verdict 
tennerlbrad 
2065.002 10/23/07 1 26 A 30 235.00 0.40 94.00 Review and revise redraft of Memorandum of Costs ARCH 
and Attorney Fees 
ZennerlBrad 
2065.002 10/23/07 11 26 A ARCH 
2065.002 10/23/07 11 26 A 19 80.00 0.75 with Nicole at Lewis County ARCH 
regarding copy charges; revise Memorandum and 
DrOceSS 
Zenner/Brad 
'rota1 for client ID 2065.002 Billable 769.83 106109.29 ZennerlBrad 
Total 769.83 106109.29 Brad c Allason tenner v. Holcorab Construction 
Grand Totals 
- 
Billable 769.83 106109.29 
Total 769.83 106109.29 
PAUL THOMAS CLARK 
Idaho State Bar No. 1329 
CLARK and FEENEY 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
The Train Station, Suite 201 
13" and Main Streets 
P.O. Drawer 285 
~ewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-95 16 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TJB3 COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, husband and wife, 1 Case No. CV 03-00139 
Plaintiffs, 1 
1 MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
vs. OF MOTION TO DISALLOW 
) ATTORNEY FEES 
LANCED. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) 
K. HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction ) 
1 
Defendants, I 
COMES NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their attorney of record, and hereby respectfully I 
submits this Memorandum in Opposition of Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees. I 
Plaintiffs are entitled to their attomev's fees and costs ~nrsuan t  to the terms of the contract. 
As the court is aware, the genesis of this case is a building contract between the parties and I 
the subsequent breach by the Defendants. This contract was drafted by the Defendants and paragraph I 
20 of the contract (exhibit 10) provided at follows:' 
Attorney's fees. Should any kind of proceeding including litigation or arbitration be 
necessary to enforce the provisions of this agreement the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to have it's attorney's fees and costs paid by the other party. 
(Emphasis mine). 
MEMO IN OPPOSITION OF MOTION 
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Obviously litigation has resulted out of this contract and the Plaintiffs were awarded a $40,000 I 
verdict fjrom the jury. As such, pursuant to the express terms of the contract, the Plaintiffs are the I 
prevailing party and are entitled to have the Defendants pay the Plaintiffs' attomey's fees and costs. I 
It must be emphasized that, pursuant to the contract, the prevailing party is entitled to have I 
the other side pay its attorney's fees and costs. Nowhere does the contract limit the prevailing party's 
award of attorney's fees and costs to a reasonable analysis. By no means does that imply that the 
Plaintiffs' attorney's fees and costs are unreasonable, the point is that the contract states that the I 
prevailing party gets its attorney's fees and costs - simple as that. I 
In their Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Costs, the Defendants question costs as a I 
matter of right, discretionary costs, whether or not the Plaintiffs are the prevailing party, and the I 
factors that a court considers in determining reasonable attorney's fees. However this analysis is I 
inappropriate in this case because the contract does not provide that the prevailing party shall be I 
entitled to have its "reasonable" attorney's fees and costs paid by the other party, the contract. between I 
the parties provides that the prevailing party shall have "its attorney's fees and costs"paid by the other I 
party. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(8) states in part: I 
h e  provisions of this ~ u l e  54(e) relating to attorney fees shall be applicable to ... any 
claim for attorney fees made pursuant to any other statute, or pursuant to any contract, 
to the extent that the application of this Rule 54(e) to such a claim for attorney fees 
would not be inconsistent with such other statute or contract. 
The reasonable analysis that the Defendants cite and the rules to conduct such an analysis directly 
conflict with the express terms of the contract and thus are not applicable. 
There is no need to determine a reasonable amount of Plaintiffs' attorney's fees, nor is there I 
any need to analyze what is a cost as a matter of right or what is a discretionary cost because that is I 
MEMO IN OPPOSITION OF MOTION 
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X paragraph 20 to provide that the prevailing party be awarded "reasonable" attorney fees. However, I 
1 
2 
4 11 the Defendants did not drafl the contract that way, and the plain language of the contract does not I 
not what the contract provides for, the contract provides that the prevailing party is entitled to have 
its attorney's fees and costs paid by the other party. 
This contract was drafted by the Defendants and the Defendant had every opportunity to draft 
( require a reasonable analysis. As wrim the contract provides that the prevailing party gets the 1 
actual attorney's fees and costs that it incurred i?om the other party. The pwrpose of contractuai 
attorney's fee provisions are to deter litigation and parties to such contracts proceed at their own risk 
that they might have to not only pay their own attorney's fees and costs, but the other side's as well. 
The Defendants drafted this contract and proceeded with litigation expectingthat iftheyprevailed that 
they would be entitled to receive their attorney's fees and costs, however, the Plaintiffs and not the 
Plaintiffs are the arevailinp party. I 
12 
13 
14 
The Defendants' argument that the Plaintiffs are not the prevailing party because the jury 1 
Defendants prevailed. As such, the Plaintiffs are entitled to an award equal to the total amount of fees 
and costs submitted by the Plaintiffs. 
award of $40,000 is only $5,000 more .than the $35,000 offer ofjudgment is misplaced. An offer of I 
judgment constitutes the entire recovery that a party would receive. In other words, the offer of I 
judgment consists of all of the damages and all of the attorney's fees and costs that a party would I 
receive &om the other party, See I.R.C.P. 68. Given that the prevailing party in this case is entitled 
to its attorney's attorney fees and costs pursuant to the terms of the contract, any offer of judgment 
must be contemplated with this is mind. At the time that the offer of judgment was made, the I 
Plaintiffs had contractually incurred attorney's fees in the amount of $62,586. So it is inaccurate to I 
MEMO IN OPPOSITION OF MOTION 
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2 11 was made ($40,000 + $62,586 = $102,586). As such the difference in the Plaintiffs' position is not 1 
1 
compare the $35,000 offer ofjudgment with the $40,000 verdict. The proper comparison is the offer 
ofjudgment ($35,000) to the verdict and the attorney's fees incurred at the time the offer ofjudgment 
4 11 amount plus attorney's fees and costs, which is over two times the offer of judgment. hmhermore, I 
3 
11 had the Plaintiffs accepted the offa ofjudgment, they still would have been co~tractua11y liable for I 
that the Plaintiffs only received $5,000 more than the offer ofjudgment. The difference is the verdict 
Plaintiffs rejected the offer ofjudgment, the jury awarded them $40,000 in damages, and pursuant to 
8 1 7 
the contract that the Defendants"drafted, are entitled to have the Defendants pay the Plaintiffs' I 
their attorney's fees and costs which would have left them upside down in this matter. Instead, the I I 
attorney's fees and costs. There can be no question that the Plaintiffs prevailed in this action, and as I 
11 11 such, are entitled to the attorney's fees and costs submitted by the Plaintiffs. I 
l2 X Plaintiffs are entitled to their costs and attorney's fees as submitted. I 
Keeping in mind that the Plaintiffs' first position is that they are entitled to their attorney's 
14 l3 I 1 
l5 X fees and costs pursuant to the contract, and that there is no need to determine a reasonable amount of I 
Plaintiffs' attorney's fees, nor is there any need to analyze what is a cost as a matter of right or what I 
17 1 is a discretionary cost because the plain language of the contract does not require such an analysis, I 
l8 11 the Plaintiffs7 are still entitled to their attorney's f a s  and costs as submitted. I 
22 II as a matter of right and discretionary costs are'subject to the trial court's discretion. See Great Plains I 
19 
20 
21 
23 11 Equip., IIC. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466,36 P.3d 218 (2001). Pursuant to I.R.C.P. I 
COSTS 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l) pertains to costs. Under subdivisions (d)(l)(C) and (d)(l)@); award ofcosts 
24 # 54(d)(l)(D) "Additional items of cost not enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed in I 
0010'7 LAW OFFICE* O F  CLARK AND FEENEY 1 
25 
26 
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I The Plaintiffs contend that they are entitled to the costs that they submitted as a matter of right 
I 
andlor as discretionary costs because these costs are either recoverable as a matter or right or were 
necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred and should in the interest of justice be assessed 
1 
2 
3 
4 
against the Defendants. 
t 
As the Court knows, this caie was not typical. Both sides had numerous witnesses and 
i 
subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon a showing that said costs were necessary and exceptional 
i 
costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party. 
The trial court, in ruling upon objection to such discretionary costs contained in the memorandum 
of costs, shall make express findings as to why such specific item of discretionary cost should or 
should not be allowed." 
exhibits - substantially more than a typical civil case. The trial itself lasted 2 days longer than 
anticipated. The nature of the case itself and the evidence presented for the Plaintiffs' claims and the 
evidence presented for the Defendants' defenses was much more complicated than usual. Given the 
l5 II unusual or exceptional nature of this case and the length of trial, the costs associated with this case I 
are higher than a typical case. However it must be emphasked that the Plaintiffs' costs were I 
1 7  
l8 
time that the trial developed, these witnesses were necessary to the Plaintiffs' case andonly as the trial I 
necessary and reasonably incurred and in the interest of justice should be assessed to the Defendants. 
Especially in light of the contract which provides that the other side pay the prevailing parties' costs. 
l9 
20 
unfolded did the Plaintiffs decide that these witnesses would not be necessary. Furthermore this case I 
I The costs of the witnesses not called by the Plaintiffs should be recoverable because until the actual 
23 )( is exceptional from the standpoint that it took 10 days of trial. This is two more days than scheduled, I 
24 1 and as the Court knows, all the parties took *eat concern in the jury's time and a11 parties made a I 
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conscious effort to not keep the jury any longer than absolutely necessary. With the length of the trial 
and the amount of exhibits, the costs associated with exhibits are substantially higher than usual bul 
absolutely necessary for the jury to understand the case and to keep the trial moving in the quickest 
possible fashion. Furthermore, the very nature of the case required that the Plaintiffs hire an appraiser 
to examine the home and an expert to testify in aid of the Plaintiffs' case. These two costs are 
independent of one another, and the mere fact that Terry Rudd provided both services does not make 
the costs duplicative. All of the costs submitted by the Plaintiffs are either recoverable fiom the 
Defendants as a matter of right andlor as discretionary costs. Given the circumstances of this case, 
the discretionary costs are necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred and should in the 
interest ofjustice be assessed against the Defendants. As such, the Plaintiffs respectfully request that 
this Court grant their costs as submitted. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
As set forth above, the Plaintiffs' are entitled to their attorney's fees incurred based on the 
plain language of the contract - there is no such need for a reasonable analysis based on the language 
of the contract. 
Contrary to the Defendants' contention, paralegal fees are awardable. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) 
provides that the court may award reasonable attorney fees, which at the discretion of the court may 
include paralegal fees, to the prevailing party when provided for by any statute or contract. 
The factors in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) are to be considered by the trial court in determining what 
amount of attorney's fees is reasonable if in its discretion the Court decides to award reasonable 
attorney's fees. Nowhere does this rule indicate that the amount of an attorney fees award must be 
proportionate to the size of the damages award. See Meldco, Znc. i? Hollytex Carpet Mills, Znc., 1 18 
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Idaho 265,796 P.2d 142 (Ct. App. 1990). In detemi~ng the amount of a "reasonable attorney fee" 
the court is required to consider the existence and applicability of the factors set forth in this rule; 
however, the court is not required to make specific findings demonstrating how it employed any of 
1 those factors in reaching an award amount, hence, failure to specifically address each separate factor 
does not, by itself, constitute an abuse of discretion. See Irwin Rogers Ins. Agency, Inc. v. Murphy, 
122 Idaho 270,833 P.2d 128 (Ct. App. 1992). 
If the Court determines that a reasonable analysis is applicable, the attorney's fees submitted 
by the Plaintiffs are reasonable given the time and labor involved in this case, the difficulty of 
organizing and presenting thePlaintiffsl case, the skill required to present the Plaintiffs' case, and the 
fact that the Plaintiffs were contractually obligated to pay attorney's fees on a hourly basis. 
Regarding the prevailing rate, the Plaintiffs' position is that one attorney does not establish 
the prevailing rate. Nor should the prevailing rate be limited to attorneys located in Lewis County, 
nor should the prevailing rate be what the Defendants' counsel charged the Defendants, nor should 
the prevailing rate be what a federally appointed attorney in Idaho County receives. 
Le'ivis County does not have very many attorneys who reside and practice within the county. 
In fact, most, or at least a significant portion, of the legal representation in Lewis County is provided 
by attorneys whose physical practice is located outside of the county. The Plaintiffs' counsel's 
physical practice is located in Nez Perce County, and in fact so is the Defendants' counsel. Nez Perce 
County is the highest populated county in proximity to Lewis County. Plaintiffs' counsel's rate is I 
well within his peer group given his expertise and experience. Furthermore the Plaintiffs are 
contractually obligated to pay the attorney's fees as submitted. As such, the Plaintiffs respectfully 
request that this Court grant their attorney's fees as submitted. 
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DATED this __ day of November, 2007. 
CLARK AND FEENEY 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of November, 2007, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
PO Box 321 
322 Main St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
- 
13 U.S. Mail 
CI Hand Delivered 
CI Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
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The resultsf the 2007Attomey Billing Rate Survey are cnl 
The surveyfas conducted in February and March 2C07 by the Business Valuatim. Forensic & tillgation ConsuEng Group at Leuaster a 
Danlds Puln Spokane, Washington. The survey was sant to 3W attorneys Mroughwt Washington am' Idaho who represented a broad 
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evduating id improving your current practice polides. In the rneantlme, it we can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to 
cfi~ntact us. le look forward to parhefig wiih you and your clients. 
The Buslna Valuation, Forensic & Litigation Consulting Group 
LeMaster Ganjeis PLLC 
For additional lniormafdcn regarding this svwey, please contack 
Don Reddington, CPA, MSA, ABV 
Member of the Fin 
dreddingfonGlemasierdanieb.com 
Sean Bkk CPA. ABV 
sblack@lernasterdanieis.corn 
509.624.431 5 
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Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box 321 
322 Main Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
BRADLEY J. ZENNER and ALLASON M. ) 
ZENNER, 1 Case No. cv 03-000139 
1 
Plaintiffs, ) 
v. 
1 
) OBJECTION TO SUPPLEMENTAL 
) AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL THOMAS 
LANCE D. HOLCOMB and JENNIFER ) CLARK, MEMORANDUM IN 
K, HOLCOMB, d/b/a Holcomb Construction) OPPOSITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
) OF SEAN BLACK 
COME NOW the Defendants, Lance and Jennifer Holcomb by and through their attorney 
of record, Edwin L. Litteneker and hereby object to the Supplemental Affidavit of Paul Thomas 
Clark, Memorandum in Opposition of Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Affidavit of Sean 
Black submitted by the Plaintiffs based upon the following: 
The Supplemental Affidavit of Paul Thomas Clark, Memorandum in Opposition of 
Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees and Affidavit of Sean Black were not timely filed. 
OBJECTION TO SUPPLEMENTAL 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL THOMAS 
CLARK, MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
OF SEAN BLACK 1 
00;22  
Pursuant to the Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(5) any party who claims costs may 
file a Memorandum of Costs no later than fourteen days afier the entry of Judgment. If the 
Memorandum is not timely filed the party loses its right to costs. Mr. Zenner filed an original 
Memorandum of Costs and Affidavit of Attorney Fees on October 24, 2007. Mr. Zenner now 
files a Supplemental Affidavit of Paul Thomas Clark, a Memorandum in Opposition of Motion 
to Disallow Attorney Fees and Affidavit of Sean Black in support of the Memorandum of Costs 
and Fees in an effort to place additional information before the Court that had not been presented 
to the Court on October 24, 2007 and therefore are not timely filed. The recent filings with the 
Court on November 13,15, and 16,2007 are not within fourteen days of the entry of Judgment. 
The intent of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(5) is to place the claim for costs and 
any supporting documentation before the Court within fourteen days of the entry of Judgment, 
not 25,27, and 28 days after the entry of Judgment. 
Any objection to the Memorandum of Costs and Fees is due within fourteen days of the 
service of the Memorandum of Costs pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(6), the 
Rule contemplates one opportunity to provide a Memorandum and Objection, not the 
opportunity to provide the Court with additional information over a period of time after a timely 
objection to the Memorandum of Costs and Affidavit of Fees had been made. Significantly if the 
objection is not timely made then the objection is waived. 
It is incumbent upon a party who claims fees and costs pursuant to Rule that the initial 
Memorandum required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(5) sets out all of the basis for the 
claim for fees, including, the requirements of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3). 
OBJECTION TO SUPPLEMENTAL 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL THOMAS 
CLARK, MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
OF SEAN BLACK 
The Supplemental Affidavit of Paul Thomas Clark, Memorandum in Opposition of 
Motion to Disallow Attorney Fees Affidavit in Support of the Memorandum of Costs and 
Affidavit of Sean Black filed 25, 27, and 28 days after the entry of Judgment are not timely and 
should not be considered by the Court. The Court should therefore not consider the Affidavit of 
Paul Thomas Clark filed on November 13, 2007, the Memorandum in Opposition of Motion to 
Disallow Attorney Fees filed on November 15, 2007 and the Affidavit of Seati Black filed on 
November 16,2007. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMIITED this day of November, 2007. 
llkybfu 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney for Defendants 
OBJECTION TO SUPPLEMENTAL 
AFFJDAVIT OF PAUL THOMAS 
CLARK, MCMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
OF SEAN BLACK 
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct wpy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
I 4 Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
.d A 
- Sent by facsimile 
. Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
-
Delivery 
- Hand delivered 
To: Paul Thomas Clark 
Clark and Feeney 
P.O. Drawer 285 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
day of November 2007. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
OBJECTION TO SUPPLEMENTAL 
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CLARK, MEMORANDUM Ih' 
OPPOSITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
OF SEAN BLACK 
